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FOREWORD
Motor vehicle crashes on the Nation’s roadways extract a high toll on American productivity
and quality of life. Highway and traffic engineers have been in pursuit of relatively low-cost
safety improvements that might have the potential to reduce crashes, save lives, reduce injuries,
and lower property damage. For many rural areas, low-cost safety treatments are the only
affordable option.
This report describes a driving simulator experiment designed to evaluate two sets of alternative
low-cost safety improvements for rural areas. The first set of improvements is directed at
enhancing the visibility of curves on rural two-lane undivided roads at night. The second set of
improvements is directed at slowing traffic on rural two-lane undivided roads in small towns.
This report should be of interest to highway engineers, traffic engineers, highway safety
specialists, local planners, researchers, and others involved in the design and operation of
rural roadways.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes a driving simulator experiment designed to evaluate two sets of alternative
low-cost safety improvements for rural areas. The experiment was sponsored by the Low Cost
Safety Improvements Pooled Fund Study. The first set of improvements was directed toward
enhancing the visibility of curves on rural two-lane undivided roads at night. The focus in this
case was on achieving advanced detection and speed reduction in such curves. The second set of
improvements was directed toward slowing traffic on rural two-lane undivided roads in small
towns during the day. The focus in this case was on achieving traffic calming within the town.
The experiment was conducted in the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Highway
Driving Simulator (HDS). The two sets of potential low-cost safety improvements were
combined into a single driving scenario.
Speed reduction in curves yielded the following order of tested treatments (from best to worst):
(1) post-mounted delineators (PMDs) enhanced by streaming light-emitting diode (LED) lights
slowed drivers down the most by an average of 9 mi/h (14.5 km/h); (2) standard PMDs slowed
drivers down by 7 to 8 mi/h (11.3 to 12.9 km/h); and (3) edge lines slowed drivers down by
2 mi/h (3.2 km/h). The same order was obtained for increases in the distance at which drivers
were able to identify either the direction or the severity of the curve ahead as follows: streaming
LED PMDs increased detection the most (560 to 1,065 ft (171 to 325 m)); standard PMDs
increased detection distance by 45 to 200 ft (13.7 to 61 m); and edge lines increased detection
distance by zero to 25 ft (zero to 7.6 m). PMDs with edge lines performed better than pavement
markings alone. The streaming PMDs solution offered the greatest potential increase in
recognition distance.
Speed reduction in towns yielded the following order of tested treatments: (1) chicanes slowed
drivers down the most by an average of 4 to 9 mi/h (6.4 to 14.5 km/h); (2) parked cars on both
sides of the road slowed drivers down by approximately 4 mi/h (6.4 km/h); and (3) bulb-outs
(sometimes known as neck-downs) resulted in only a small speed reduction of 1 mi/h
(1.6 km/h) or none at all.
In summary, curves using PMDs with edge lines performed better in terms of slowing drivers
down than curves using pavement markings alone. The streaming PMDs solution offered the
most dramatic potential benefit in terms of advanced curve detection and is worthy of further
research. For towns, chicanes slowed drivers down the most followed by parked cars on both
sides of the road. Additional study and consideration should be given to adding painted chicanes
to town entrances and providing and encouraging parking in the town. The results of this
experiment do not take into account other hazardous factors which exist in the real world since it
was performed in a simulated environment. Therefore, field validation is recommended for most
of the above findings.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
Safety Problem
This experiment investigated low-cost visibility enhancements for navigating rural horizontal
curves at night. According to the Fatality Analysis Reporting System, of the 37,248 fatal crashes
in 2007, 6,495 (17.4 percent) were on horizontal curve sections of two-lane rural roads.(1) Of
those, 2,739 (42.2 percent) occurred at night. Previous data indicate that approximately
25 percent of all vehicle miles traveled (VMT) occur at night. Actually, rural local roads may
have less than 25 percent of VMT occurring at night. Even if one adjusts for the more
conservative total VMT, the exposure rate is more than twice as high at night compared to the
day. Thus, fatal crashes on rural curves at night represent an important crash category, and
improving the visibility of rural curves at night has been shown to reduce this type of crash.(2)
This experiment also investigated low-cost treatments for reducing speeds on main roads through
small towns. The Speed Management Strategic Initiative states that in 2003, 86 percent of
speeding-related fatalities occurred on roads that were not interstate highways, and the highest
speeding-related fatality rates occurred on local and collector roads where the lowest speed limits
were posted.(3) The strategic initiative report also suggests that further research should be
conducted to identify and promote engineering measures to better manage speed and to achieve
appropriate speeds on main roads through towns not suitable for traditional traffic-calming
techniques. The present experiment investigated the speed-calming effects of chicanes located at
the beginning and end of a town. Additionally, bulb-outs were evaluated at intersection locations
in a town.
Ultimately, the goal for improving safety is to reduce the number of fatalities, injuries, and
crashes. This experiment used speed reduction as a safety surrogate measure for crashes since
speed is a major contributing factor in run-off-road crashes at horizontal curves as well as in the
increased risk of a crash while negotiating small towns due to added hazards such as
intersections and pedestrians. In the case of curves, curve detection distance serves as an
additional safety surrogate measure for crashes. It is assumed that the further away a driver can
detect a curve ahead in the road, the more time the driver has to react to the curve and the less
likely the driver is to crash.
Pooled Fund Study Sponsorship
This experiment was sponsored by the Low Cost Safety Improvements Pooled Fund Study (PFS)
Number TPF-5(099). This PFS was formed to evaluate the safety effectiveness of strategies
identified in the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 500 Series
Guidance for Implementation of the AASHTO Strategic Highway Safety Plan.(4) This PFS
focuses on the evaluation of strategies through rigorous before-after crash evaluations of sites
within the United States.(5) In cases where the quality and/or quantity of before-after crash data
are/is not sufficient, other methodologies are considered, including the use of safety surrogate
data collected from driving simulators.
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In June 2007, the Technical Advisory Committee for the PFS met to discuss possible safety
improvement strategies that might be evaluated effectively in the FHWA HDS. The selection
criteria for study strategies included both the expected relative benefits and costs of each
candidate treatment as well as the feasibility of implementing each candidate treatment in the
HDS. Two areas were identified for the testing of alternative treatments: (1) visibility
improvements to help drivers safely navigate curves in rural roads at night and (2) trafficcalming improvements to slow drivers down when passing through small rural towns during the
day. A single laboratory experiment was devised to address both of these research areas, and a
draft list of research questions was developed.
Candidate Safety Treatments
The initial set of visibility enhancements that were considered for rural curves included edge
lines, retroreflective raised pavement markers (RRPMs), PMDs, and chevrons. However, only a
limited number of alternative treatment types could be effectively studied in a single driving
simulator experiment. RRPMs were eliminated because the high contrast ratio of newly applied
RRPMs was difficult to reproduce in the driving simulator. Chevrons were eliminated because a
large body of relatively consistent research literature already exists on that topic. Past research
on chevrons has proven their effectiveness for many years. Development of Accident Reduction
Factors summarizes many of these earlier studies and data analyses from State databases.(6)
From the data, crash reductions ranging anywhere from 20 to 71 percent were found when
chevrons were installed.
Edge lines and PMDs were selected as the best alternatives for a single simulator study. Both are
relatively easy to simulate and are commonly used to improve driver safety on rural curves as a
countermeasure for run-off-road crashes at night. Research shows that introducing and enhancing
edge lines has a wide range of results from decreasing vehicle speeds by 3.1 mi/h (5 km/h) to
increasing vehicle speeds by 6.6 mi/h (10.6 km/h).(7) Although the overall effect of combining
the results of multiple studies was not statistically different from zero, individual experiments
under different conditions showed results different from zero. In terms of driver preview
distances for curves driven at night, Molino et al. calculated anywhere from a 12- to
70-percent improvement in curve detection distance due to edge lines.(8)
PMDs have also been found to reduce crash rates on relatively sharp curves at night. Highways
with PMDs have lower crash rates than those without PMDs.(2) Agent and Creasey performed
field and laboratory investigations which indicated that PMDs have a beneficial effect, although
pavement markings have an even greater beneficial effect based on vehicle speed and lane
encroachment.(9) Meanwhile, Montella evaluated the safety effectiveness of various horizontal
curve delineation treatments in Italy.(10) A treatment using sequential flashing beacons was part
of this evaluation. When sequential flashing beacons were added to chevrons and curve warning
signs, the reported number of crashes decreased by 77 percent compared to the expected number
using an Empirical Bayes analysis. A variation of these sequential flashing beacons was
investigated in this experiment where simulated reflectorized PMDs enhanced by LED lamps
produced a similar sequential streaming pattern of lights.
The current experiment also investigated potential low-cost speed reduction techniques for small
towns. The initial set of traffic-calming treatments that may have been applied in small towns
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included bulb-outs, chicanes, medians, and the presence of parked cars. Medians were eliminated
because only a limited number of alternative treatment types could be effectively studied in a
single driving simulator experiment. Chicanes and bulb-outs were selected because they are
commonly employed to slow drivers down in populated areas. Chicanes are curb extensions that
form a series of reverse curves to force a driver to slow down. There are several resources
available regarding the design of chicanes, but their effectiveness has not been determined
through rigorous research. Traffic Calming: State of the Practice refers to an installation of
chicanes and speed tables in Montgomery County, MD, where speeds decreased from 34 to
30 mi/h (54.7 to 48.3 km/h) with volume decreases from 1,500 to 1,390 vehicles per day.(11) In
another location where raised crosswalks, raised intersections, and chicanes were applied in
Cambridge, MA, speed reductions from 30 to 21 mi/h (48.3 to 33.8 km/h) were observed. It is
important to recognize that those analyses consisted of only one location with multiple
treatments, so the effects of individual treatments cannot be disaggregated. Traffic Calming:
State of the Practice also documents reductions in crash frequencies. However, in cases where
traffic volumes also decreased, such data may not be valid. Marek and Walgren found that
chicanes were effective at reducing 85th-percentile speeds at four different locations in Seattle,
WA, with reductions between 5 and 13 mi/h (8 to 20.9 km/h) inside the chicane area and
between 1 and 6 mi/h (1.6 and 9.7 km/h) outside the chicane area (after the chicane had
been passed).(12)
Bulb-outs are curb extensions that are generally located at intersections. They are designed to
reduce the curb-to-curb roadway width in order to slow drivers down. King analyzed the effect
of bulb-outs in New York City, NY, and found that at four of six surveyed locations, the overall
severity rates for crashes were reduced after bulb-outs were installed.(13) Furthermore, at two of
three locations, the injury severity rate was also reduced. Huang and Cynecki performed an
analysis at two locations each in Cambridge, MA, and Seattle, WA, to determine whether drivers
would yield to pedestrians with the addition of bulb-out treatments.(14) The results for Cambridge
were inconclusive. In Seattle, there was no change in vehicle yielding behavior; however, the
researchers did not discuss whether or not drivers reduced speeds in the vicinity of intersections
with bulb-outs.
It is possible to combine half bulb-outs and implement them with painted or raised medians.
In this manner, the traffic lane can be narrowed by a similar amount, but conflicting traffic
can be separated, helping to prevent head-on or sideswipe opposite direction crashes. For
chicanes, a similar kind of additional median barrier may be needed to reduce the likelihood
of vehicles running into each other. In this instance, truck, off-tracking, and emergency vehicle
use become possible issues. However, these combined strategies were beyond the scope of the
current experiment.
In summary, the effects of edge lines for reducing speed in curves are inconclusive, but there is
some evidence that edge lines can increase curve detection distance. PMDs tend to decrease
speed and reduce crashes on curves, and streaming lights have been shown to lower crash rates.
This experiment’s hypothesis states that both edge lines and PMDs will lower vehicle speeds
before and in curves and increase curve detection distances. For speed calming, chicanes have
been shown to reduce vehicle speeds, and bulb-outs have been shown to reduce crash rates.
However, both of these treatments may pose other safety hazards. The bulb-out compresses the
lane width at the intersection, and the chicane deflects and narrows the roadway before the
5

intersection. These configurations may slow down the traffic but may introduce other safety
problems. For example, when considering the situation of driving through an intersection and
encountering through vehicles from the opposite direction and/or turning vehicles coming from
the intersecting street, bulb-outs restrict the traffic lanes and may thereby make the intersection
less safe. Similarly, when considering driving through a chicane and encountering through
vehicles from the opposite direction, the chicane forces tight turning maneuvers in a constricted
area and may thereby make the immediate roadway less safe. Despite these safety concerns, the
hypothesis states that both chicanes and bulb-outs will reduce vehicle speeds in small towns.
However, when one considers the above safety reservations regarding the implementation of
chicanes and bulb-outs, this hypothesis needs to be tested by means of field validation. The
simulation environment of this experiment could not effectively represent many inherent dangers
of implementing such treatments.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Curves
The research questions concerning speed and acceleration for curves are as follows:


How do the different visibility treatments work to slow drivers down?



What is the order of the four different visibility treatment conditions in terms of their
effectiveness in slowing drivers down?



Is there an overall effect of right versus left curves on driver speed profiles?



Is there an overall effect of sharp versus less sharp curves on driver speed profiles?



Is there an overall adaptation effect?



Do drivers slow down or speed up across the three experimental driving sessions?



How do the different visibility treatments affect driver acceleration?

The research questions concerning detecting the direction and severity of curves are as follows:


How well do drivers perform on curve feature detection for the different visibility
treatments?



How do the different treatments affect the distance from which curve direction and
severity are detected by drivers?



What is the order of the four different visibility treatment conditions in terms of their
effectiveness in improving curve feature detection distance?



Does feature detection distance change across the three experimental driving sessions?



Is there an overall effect of multiple exposures?
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Is learning a factor in interpreting novel visibility treatments?



What is the effect of providing drivers with information regarding the curve direction and
severity cues for the streaming PMDs condition?



Is there an effect of right versus left curves on feature detection distance?



Is there an effect of sharp versus less sharp curves on feature detection distance?



What is the relationship between slowing drivers down and improving direction and
severity detection distance on curves across the four treatment conditions?

Towns
The research questions concerning speed and acceleration for towns are as follows:


How do the different traffic-calming treatments perform to slow drivers down?



What is the order of the five different traffic-calming treatment conditions in terms of
their effectiveness in slowing drivers down?



Is there an adaptation effect?



Do drivers slow down or speed up across the three experimental driving sessions?



How do the different traffic-calming treatments affect driver acceleration?



Do some of the treatments slow drivers down before reaching the town while others slow
the drivers down only inside the town?
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CHAPTER 2. METHOD
This experiment investigated visibility enhancements for rural curves and speed-calming
treatments for small towns. The curves and towns were combined into a single driving simulator
scenario to increase the efficiency of the experiment and reduce boredom for the participants.
Consequently, the methodology first describes the elements which were common to both the
curves and the towns. It then describes the elements that were specific to either the curves or the
towns alone.
COMMONALITIES FOR BOTH CURVES AND TOWNS
Experimental Sessions
The participants received each treatment condition. The curves or towns were separated by a
long tangent segment of roadway, and the approach to each curve or town was regarded as an
independent trial. It was assumed that there would be little or no carry-over from one trial to the
next. Each drive consisted of 26 trials with 20 curves and 6 towns in a quasi-random order
separated by a tangent. These tangent segments were 20, 25, 30, 35, or 40 s in duration (driving
at 55 mi/h (88.5 km/h)), presented in a uniform random distribution so that each curve or town
appeared at a different distance down the road on any given trial. At the beginning of the tangent
preceding a town, the simulated driving condition instantly changed from night to day. At the
end of the town, the simulated driving condition instantly changed back to night.
Each participant was tested on two different days. The first day consisted of a familiarization
drive, a training drive, a practice drive, and a single test drive. The familiarization and training
drives were employed so that the participants were acquainted with the driving simulator and
became comfortable with handling the car. The practice drive served as a primer for the first test
drive, including only the baseline conditions. On the second day, participants completed three
more drives. The first drive on the second day was another practice drive, which served as a
refresher from day 1. The participants then completed two test drives like the test drive from the
first day. The order of particular curve and town treatments was different for each test drive.
Participants
The participants were licensed drivers between the ages of 18 and 88 (the mean age was 57.6).
They were recruited from the FHWA Human Centered Systems participant database, from wordof-mouth, and from newspaper and online advertising in the greater Washington, DC,
metropolitan area. Of the 36 participants who completed the experiment, half were under
65 years of age (the range was 18–64 years old with a mean age of 41.7), and half were above
65 years of age (the range was 66–88 years old with a mean age of 73.6). Each age group
(younger and older) was evenly distributed between males and females. The distribution of
research participant characteristics is shown in table 1. Although the sample of participants was
balanced for age and gender, these factors were not analyzed in the experiment. Participants were
given a vision screening test to ensure that they met a minimum visual acuity requirement of at
least 20/40 in at least one eye (corrected if necessary). Of the 40 research participants who began
the experiment, 4 dropped out as a result of simulator sickness.
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Table 1. Distribution of research participant characteristics.
Participant Gender
Age
Age Group
1
Female
24
Younger (18–64)
2
Female
45
Younger (18–64)
3
Female
61
Younger (18–64)
4
Female
35
Younger (18–64)
5
Female
54
Younger (18–64)
6
Female
52
Younger (18–64)
7
Female
20
Younger (18–64)
8
Female
47
Younger (18–64)
9
Female
59
Younger (18–64)
10
Female
68
Older (65–88)
11
Female
73
Older (65–88)
12
Female
71
Older (65–88)
13
Female
81
Older (65–88)
14
Female
70
Older (65–88)
15
Female
74
Older (65–88)
16
Female
79
Older (65–88)
17
Female
67
Older (65–88)
18
Female
78
Older (65–88)
19
Male
46
Younger (18–64)
20
Male
23
Younger (18–64)
21
Male
64
Younger (18–64)
22
Male
18
Younger (18–64)
23
Male
50
Younger (18–64)
24
Male
54
Younger (18–64)
25
Male
26
Younger (18–64)
26
Male
26
Younger (18–64)
27
Male
46
Younger (18–64)
28
Male
66
Older (65–88)
29
Male
69
Older (65–88)
30
Male
75
Older (65–88)
31
Male
71
Older (65–88)
32
Male
71
Older (65–88)
33
Male
78
Older (65–88)
34
Male
68
Older (65–88)
35
Male
88
Older (65–88)
36
Male
77
Older (65–88)
Driving Simulator
The FHWA HDS is a relatively high-fidelity research simulator. Simulator components include
a 1998 Saturn SL1 automobile cab and chassis, five projectors, and a cylindrical projector
screen. Each projector has a resolution of 2,048 pixels horizontally and 1,536 pixels vertically.
The image on the screen wraps 240 degrees around the forward view. Measured horizontally,
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the projection screen is 9 ft (2.7 m) from the driver’s eye point. Under the vehicle chassis,
there is a 3 degree-of-freedom motion system which is capable of moving the vehicle
approximately ±12 degrees in pitch and roll and ±4 inches (10.2 cm) in heave. A sound system
provides engine, wind, tire, and other environmental sounds. Rear view mirrors are simulated
using 4.8-inch (12-cm)-high by 7.8-inch (19.7-cm)-wide color liquid crystal displays that have a
resolution of 800 pixels horizontally and 480 pixels vertically. A picture of the FHWA HDS is
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Photo. FHWA HDS.
The vehicle dynamics model is calibrated to approximate the characteristics of a small
passenger sedan, and data capture is synchronized to the frame rate of the graphics cards
(mean rate = 100 frames per second). Data recorded from the vehicle dynamics model includes
speed, longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration, throttle position, brake force, vehicle
position, and heading. A description of the basic simulator system architecture may be found
in Advanced Rendering Cluster for Highway Experimental Research.(15) Only speed and
longitudinal acceleration were analyzed in this experiment. The HDS has an infrared camera
system to monitor the research participants’ faces for signs of possible simulator sickness. There
is also an intercom system so that the experimenter can maintain verbal communication with the
research participants at all times.
Common Procedures
Day 1
Upon arrival, participants read and signed an informed consent form. They were then given a
vision screening and a verbally administered health screener. The participants were led to the
driving simulator where they were asked to complete a Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ)
and were given a test of postural stability by means of sway magnetometry.(16,17) The same SSQ
and postural stability tests were administered after each test drive in the simulator.
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Participants were given instructions to read before each driving session. Then, the experimenter
reiterated important information and answered questions. Day 1 began with a familiarization
drive. This session lasted approximately 3 minutes or until the participants felt comfortable
handling the simulator. The participants then took a 5-minute break and completed another SSQ.
The next session was curve training where participants drove a series of eight horizontal curves
which gradually increased in severity. This session lasted approximately 5 minutes or until the
participants felt comfortable negotiating the curves. A 5-minute break and SSQ followed.
Participants progressed to the practice session, which consisted exclusively of the baseline
conditions for both the curves and towns. They negotiated eight curves and three towns in this
scenario. Participants were instructed to maintain a speed of 55 mi/h (88.5 km/h) on the tangents;
however, they could slow to any speed for the curves and towns. They were asked to drive
through the curves and towns as they normally would in the real world, to obey the law,
and to observe posted speed limits. This practice drive lasted approximately 12 minutes.
Upon completion, participants were given a 5-minute break. The first experimental test drive
was conducted similarly to the practice drive, and the ordering of conditions in the test drive
was randomly assigned before participants arrived. This first test drive lasted approximately
20 minutes.
Day 2
Participants returned for their second day within a week of their first day. They were asked
to complete another baseline SSQ and postural stability test. Participants were given instructions
to read before each drive just as on the first day. The experimenter reiterated important
information and answered any questions. The first drive, which lasted approximately 12 minutes,
was the same as the practice drive from day 1 and served as a refresher for the participants.
Upon completion, participants were given a 5-minute break and read the instructions for the
next experimental test drive.
Day 2 continued with two experimental test drives, which were the same as the test drive from
the first day except that conditions were in a different random order for each drive. The first test
drive lasted approximately 20 minutes. Following this test drive, participants were given a short
break. They were then given the instructions for the final test drive, including a brief explanation
of the meaning of the streaming light patterns. Participants then drove one final test drive in the
same manner as the previous test drive. Upon completion of the final test drive, participants were
given a final questionnaire, debriefed, and paid for their participation.
CURVES
Simulated Safety Improvements for Curves
All curves and their preceding tangents consisted of two-lane rural roadways driven at night
with no fixed roadway lighting. There was no traffic on the roadway in either direction.
Although traffic could have been simulated, the glare from oncoming headlights was more
difficult to simulate; therefore, it was decided to employ basic driving conditions without any
traffic and to depend upon possible future studies to add the complexities of traffic and glare.
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Table 2 shows the curve roadway characteristics. The rural tangent and curve roadway segments
had lane widths of 11 ft (3.4 m) with 3-ft (0.9-m) paved shoulders on either side. The radius of
curvature was either 100 ft (30.5 m) for the sharp curves or 300 ft (91.4 m) for the less sharp
curves. The deflection angle was 60 degrees for both types of curves. Both types of curves were
quite sharp, and drivers needed to slow down to negotiate either type. Such curves would have
posted advisory speeds of 20 or 30 mi/h (32.2 or 48.3 km/h), respectively, but no speed postings
were present. The term gentle was used to distinguish the less sharp curves for the research
participants. There were an equal number of right-hand and left-hand curves. There was no
superelevation on any of the curves. While the simulator could reproduce the effects of
superelevation to some degree, the reproduction of these effects was only partial and uncertain;
therefore, it was decided not to employ any. The rural scenery on either side of the curves and
their approaching tangents consisted of open farmland, stretches of trees, and occasional farm
houses or barns. Only a small portion of this scenery was visible to the participants due to the
nighttime driving environment. There were no curve warning signs preceding the curves.
Advance warning signs were purposely not employed so as to measure the effects of the
pavement markings and the PMDs themselves to enhance driver detection of curves ahead. At
the beginning of half of the tangent sections following a town, there was a speed limit sign
indicating 55 mi/h (88.5 km/h).
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Table 2. Curve roadway characteristics.

Curve
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Direction
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Lane Shoulder
Deflection
Width
Width Radius
Angle
(ft)
(ft)
(ft)
(degrees)
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
100
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60
11
3
300
60

Typical Posted
Advisory Speed
in Real World
(mi/h)
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

1 ft = 0.305 m
1 mi = 1.61 km

For the curves, the baseline condition consisted of standard 4-inch (101.6-mm)-wide double
yellow centerlines on the roadway, both on the preceding tangent and on the curve itself (see
figure 2). In the case of the curves, the first low-cost safety improvement beyond the centerlines
was the addition of conventional 4-inch (101.6-mm) white edge lines to both sides of the
roadway both on the preceding tangent as well as on the curve (see figure 3).
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Figure 2. Screenshot. Curve baseline condition.

Figure 3. Screenshot. Edge lines condition.
All figures (except figure 1) depicting driving scenes represent simulator screen captures that
were taken from a higher angle than the driver’s eye level in order to better display the features
of the treatments. For the nighttime curve scenes, this elevated vantage point also resulted in an
unrealistically elevated headlight angle relative to the roadway. Thus, for the curve scenes, the
illumination, shading, and reflection patterns differed somewhat from those in the actual
simulator scenes viewed by the research participants.
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The next levels of improvement involved the application of various configurations of
reflectorized PMDs in addition to the 4-inch (101.6-mm) edge lines and centerlines. The first
PMD configuration was the standard installation of delineators on the far side of each curve,
which is one of the options indicated in the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD).(18) This single side PMD condition is shown in figure 4. The second PMD
configuration provided PMDs on both sides of the roadway (not a currently adopted MUTCD
option). This PMD condition is shown in figure 5. For both of these configurations, the
reflectorized delineators were spaced according to the formula given in MUTCD, and both
centerlines and edge lines were present. Thus, up to this point, all curve treatments were additive.
From the baseline condition, the first treatment added was edge lines, followed by PMDs on the
far side of the curve, and then PMDs on the both sides of the curve.
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Figure 4. Screenshot. Single side PMDs condition.

Figure 5. Screenshot. Both sides PMDs condition.
The third configuration employed similarly spaced PMDs with simulated LED lamps at the top
of each post (above the standard reflector panel; see figure 6). These enhanced delineators were
located on the far side of each curve. The LED lamps were programmed to create a repetitive
streaming light pattern moving in the direction of the road curvature. The LED lights streamed
faster for sharp curves and slower for gentle curves. The repetition rate of the streaming light
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patterns was 3 Hz for sharp curves and 1 Hz for gentle curves. Thus, the LED-enhanced
delineators provided information on both the direction and the severity of approaching curves.
In the streaming PMD condition displayed in figure 6, edge lines were also present. The
streaming nature of the stimulus could not be conveyed in the static simulator screen capture.
In the simulator, the lights were briefly illuminated (for approximately 250 ms) in a sequential
manner to create a moving pattern which would traverse the scene from the lower right to the
middle left at different rates depending upon the severity of the curve. Such a streaming light
technology for rural two-lane curves is not yet mature, but it has some precedent in other
countries where it has been applied to curves on limited access roads using only a directional
cue.(10) In the current experiment, the streaming lights were operating continuously. They
were not activated by the approaching vehicle by means of detecting its headlights, noise, or
motion, although such activation might be appropriate for implementation on rural two-lane
roads at night.

Figure 6. Screenshot. Streaming PMDs condition.
These five conditions (four treatments plus the baseline) were paired with four combinations of
roadway geometry: right curves, left curves, sharp curves (100-ft (30.5-m) radius), and gentle
curves (300-ft (91.4-m) radius). This made for a total of 20 unique curve segments in the
experiment. All experimental drives contained each of these 20 curves in a different order.
The luminance of the curve treatments, the roadway, and the background scene were measured in
the simulator by means of a photometer with a 6-minute spot. Measurements were taken at
different simulated scene distances relative to the driver’s eye point, but the distance most
illuminated by the vehicle headlights in the simulation was taken as the most relevant. This
position was 82 ft (25 m) ahead of the driver’s eye point. This position would be roughly
equivalent to the center of the illuminated circle ahead of the vehicle in figure 6. Table 3 shows
the luminance measurements made at that location. At simulated distances greater than 82 ft
(25 m), the stimulus luminance was often below the sensitivity range of the photometer.
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Table 3. Luminance of nighttime visual stimuli.
Luminance,
Scene Element
cd/m2
Centerline
5.4
Right edge line
3.7
Left edge line
1.7
Right reflectorized PMD
8.0
Left reflectorized PMD
7.7
Streaming LED-enhanced PMD (on cycle)
9.3
Right-lane asphalt
2.6
Left-lane asphalt
1.1
1 cd/m2 = 0.2919 fl

Procedures Specific to Curves
Day 1
Participants were instructed to verbally indicate the direction and severity of each approaching
curve as soon as they were confident that they could identify the particular roadway feature.
They said “right” or “left” when they could predict the direction of the curve ahead followed by
“sharp” or “gentle” when they could predict its severity. The only other word that they were
allowed to say was “wrong” if they needed to correct the previous response. The task required
participants to use whatever information was available to them to predict the direction and
severity of the curves as far ahead of the curve as possible.
The output of a separate microphone was recorded by the simulator software system to recognize
the onset of verbal responses made by the research participant. The voice onset times for the
responses “right,” “left,” “sharp,” and “gentle” were captured, and the distance from this voice
onset to the point of curvature (PC) of the curve ahead was computed. This automated system
provided feature recognition distances for the curve stimuli. The experimenter recorded the
correctness of each verbal response by means of a keypad entry.
Day 2
Day 2 consisted of a refresher practice drive and two test drives. Following the first test drive,
participants were given a short break. They were then given a one-page questionnaire to
ascertain how well the participants learned the meaning of the streaming lights on their own.
Next, the participants were given the instructions for the final test drive. Included at the end of
these instructions was a brief explanation of the streaming light patterns and how these patterns
indicated both the direction and the severity of the upcoming curve.
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TOWNS
Simulated Safety Improvements for Towns
For the town portion of the experiment, a single small town was simulated, and it was
approached an equal number of times from each direction. The town was always presented in
simulated daylight and consisted of a main two-lane roadway with marked parking spaces on
each side. The town was about 1.5 blocks long with an intersection at each end of a straight
central block, which was 250 ft (76.2 m) long. Single-story and two-story commercial and
residential buildings lined both sides of the central block and extended 50 ft (15.2 m) on either
side of the intersections at the entrance and exit of the town. Thus, each town segment was about
450 ft (137 m) long and was preceded and followed by a long rural tangent. There was no traffic
on the roadway in either direction. There were sidewalks along each side of the main road within
the town limits, painted crosswalks, access ramps at all intersections, and typical traffic signs for
a small town. There were no pedestrians in the town. Also, the towns had no speed limit signs
either before or in the town, but half of the time, there were 55 mi/h (88.5 km/h) speed limit
signs on the town exits to remind the participants to accelerate to 55 mi/h (88.5 km/h) in the long
tangent ahead. Table 4 shows the town roadway characteristics. Although speed limit signs were
only on half of the town exits, the instructions to the research participants were to maintain a
55-mi/h (88.5-km/h) speed in all long tangent roadway sections.
Table 4. Town roadway characteristics.

Town
1
2
3
4
5
6

Low-Cost Treatment
None (baseline)
Parked cars
Curb and gutter bulb-outs
Painted bulb-outs
Curb and gutter chicanes
Painted chicanes

Town Exit
Speed
Lane Parking
Limit
Width
Lane
Sidewalk
(ft)
(ft)
(mi/h)
(ft)
11
8
5
55
11
8
5
55
11
8
5
55
11
8
5
55
11
8
5
55
11
8
5
55

1 ft = 0.305 m
1 mi = 1.61 km

For the towns, the baseline condition consisted of standard 4-inch (101.6-mm)-wide double
yellow centerlines on the roadway, both on the preceding tangent and in the town itself. This
baseline condition is shown in figure 7. As was the case for the figures depicting the curve
stimuli, an elevated vantage point was employed in figure 7 and in all of the subsequent figures
depicting town stimuli. This elevated vantage point is higher than the one employed to portray
the curves to reveal the more complicated roadway geometry associated with the town stimuli.
The baseline condition had no cars parked in any of the marked parking spaces. By way of
contrast, an additional condition was investigated with cars parked in most of the marked parking
spaces on both sides of the main road. The parked cars condition is shown in figure 8. The first
low-cost safety improvement for the towns, beyond the centerlines, was the addition of bulb-outs
at all intersections in the town. These bulb-outs were simulated as curb and gutter modifications.
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This curb and gutter bulb-out condition is shown in figure 9. In addition, a less expensive bulbout configuration was implemented by means of pavement markings alone. This painted bulb-out
condition is shown in figure 10. These bulb-outs were applied to both main road intersections in
the simulated town (four bulb-outs per intersection or eight bulb-outs altogether). These bulbouts were designed to reduce driver speed through the town without having a significant negative
impact on traffic operations. Each travel lane was 11 ft (3.4 m) wide in the bulb-outs.
The next low-cost safety improvement consisted of chicanes at the entrance and exit of the
town. These chicanes were first implemented in the standard manner by means of curb and
gutter modifications. The chicanes were designed with adequately long taper lengths to
achieve appropriate speeds while also allowing for large truck traffic. This curb and gutter
chicanes condition is shown in figure 11. The chicanes were also implemented by means of
pavement markings only. This painted chicanes condition is shown in figure 12. Each
experimental drive contained one each of these six conditions in a different order with three
approaches from each direction.
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Figure 7. Screenshot. Town baseline condition.

Figure 8. Screenshot. Parked cars condition.
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Figure 9. Screenshot. Curb and gutter bulb-outs condition.

Figure 10. Screenshot. Painted bulb-outs condition.
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Figure 11. Screenshot. Curb and gutter chicanes condition.

Figure 12. Screenshot. Painted chicanes condition.
Design of Small Towns and Traffic-Calming Treatments
A state-of-practice search was performed to design an appropriate typical roadway cross section
for the small town as well as to devise the bulb-out and chicane treatments. The town roadway
cross section consisted of two 11-ft (3.3-m)-wide travel lanes and two 8-ft (2.4-m) parking lanes
with a 5-ft (1.5-m) sidewalk on each side of the road. The total distance from curb to curb was
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38 ft (11.6 m). For determining an appropriate design for the bulb-out, examples were obtained
from the Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) as well as from San Diego, CA;
Washington, DC; and Fairbanks, AK. The bulb-out designs from these sources were fairly
similar with slight variations. Ultimately, a bulb-out design was developed as shown in figure 9
and figure 10. The bulb-outs protruded only 8 ft (2.4 m) into the roadway on each side, leaving
the full 11-ft (3.3-m) travel lane width in each direction. They extended 16 ft (4.8 m) along the
edge of the travel lane and flared back to the parking curb at a 45-degree angle. Thus, the overall
extent of the bulb-outs was 24 ft (7.3 m) with curb radii ranging from 2.5 to 6 ft (0.76 to 1.8 m).
Chicane examples were obtained from the DelDOT as well as from Cambridge, MA;
State College, PA; San Diego, CA; Washington, DC; and Fairbanks, AK. Unlike the bulb-outs,
chicane designs were different from each other in individual cases. Chicanes are often designed
for a specific residential or neighborhood situation and not as a general treatment for a main road
through a small town; however, State College, PA, implemented chicanes on one of its primary
roads through the town. This site provided the basis for the design that was incorporated into the
driving simulator (see figure 11 and figure 12). Figure 13 shows a plan view of the curb and
gutter chicane. To provide a comfortable yet effective lateral shift when entering the town, the
lanes shifted laterally 3 ft (0.9 m) and then 6 ft (1.8 m) in the opposite direction over a total
distance of 88 ft (26.8 m). At that point, the lanes remained displaced by 3 ft (0.9 m) before
shifting back to match up with their original cross section at the first intersection (see figure 11
through figure 13). The minimum radius of curvature was approximately 325 ft (99.1 m), and the
shifts were sufficiently gradual to maintain speeds of approximately 20 mi/h (32.2 km/h). These
gradual shifts were also designed to minimize truck off-tracking and to facilitate emergency
vehicle use. The painted chicane followed the same geometry. The chicanes were placed at either
end of the town before the beginning of the town itself. The beginning of the town without the
chicane was located at the beginning of the first parking space shown in figure 12 (traveling from
right to left).
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Figure 13. Screenshot. Plan view of chicane geometry.
RESEARCH DESIGN
The experiment was conducted in the FHWA HDS. The driving simulator offered a costeffective method to study the effects of potential safety countermeasures on driver behavior. In
addition, field validation is recommended for safe application of countermeasures that have not
been previously proven. The current experiment investigated countermeasures for two different
safety problems: (1) running off the road on rural curves at night and (2) speeding through small
towns. For the nighttime rural curves, two safety surrogate measures were used to infer possible
reductions in run-off-the-road crashes: (1) reduced driving speed in the curve and (2) increased
curve direction and severity detection distance. The experiment employed rural curves and
individual small town segments preceded by a two-lane rural roadway tangent of about 30 s on
average. Each participant drove in 3 experimental sessions, each consisting of 20 curves and
6 towns in a different order. Before the final session, the participants were given additional
information on the coding cues for the curve condition that employed streaming PMD lights.
Run-Off Road Countermeasures
The following countermeasures were tested: edge lines, two configurations of standard PMDs,
and PMDs enhanced with streaming LED lights. There were four safety treatments and one
baseline condition for a total of five types of roadway delineation. The 5 curve conditions were
combined with 2 curve directions (right and left) and 2 curve severities (sharp and gentle)
for a total of 20 unique curves. Between the second and third test drive in the simulator, the
participants were informed how to interpret the enhanced PMD condition with streaming
LED lights.
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Small Town Speeding Countermeasures
There were five safety treatments and one baseline condition for a total of six configurations of
towns. The selected low-cost safety improvements for small towns included bulb-outs, chicanes,
and the presence of parked cars along both sides of the road. This latter condition was included
to test the hypothesis that parked cars might serve as a speed-calming measure. The bulb-outs
and chicanes were simulated in two ways: (1) concrete curbs and gutters and (2) pavementmarking paint.
Measures of Effectiveness
The measures of effectiveness were vehicle speed and acceleration at various sampling points
along the roadway. In addition to speed and acceleration, vehicle position in the travel lane as
well as the magnitude and frequency of corrective steering are all important safety surrogate
measures when navigating a horizontal curve. It was possible to measure both vehicle position in
the travel lane and corrective steering actions in the FHWA HDS. However, these measurements
were beyond the scope of this experiment. Time-stamped voice responses were also recorded to
indicate driver feature detection for both the direction and severity of curves ahead in the
roadway. In addition, questionnaire responses were obtained after certain driving sessions.
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CHAPTER 3. RESULTS
CURVES
Speed Profiles for Curves
In this experiment, the effects of various low-cost safety improvements on driving speed were
explored by means of speed profiles. In the case of curves, these speed profiles showed the
average driving speed as a function of distance from the PC for the five curve treatment
conditions. For example, the data in figure 14 represent speed profiles for sharp curves. In this
instance, the data portray average speeds across all participants, both curve directions, and all
three drives. Data are shown for all eight measurement locations. Positive distances indicate
measurement locations ahead of the curve (before the PC), and negative distances indicate
distances in the curve (after the PC). Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. The
data constituting these speed profiles were analyzed according to a multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) approach to repeated measures.
Effects of Possible Interactions
A major interest in this experiment was the effect of various visibility treatments to reduce
driving speed. However, the experimental design included several other important variables
which could interact with these observed treatment effects on driving speed. These other
variables were the severity of the curve (sharp or gentle), the direction of the curve (right or left),
and the degree of driving exposure in the simulator (experimental drive 1, 2, or 3). In the
following sections, the effects of these three variables will be explored as they relate to the speed
profiles for the various treatment conditions as well as their interactions.
Curve Severity
As previously indicated, figure 14 shows the speed profiles for sharp curves. The point of
tangency (PT) for the sharp curves was at about -105 ft (-32 m). The initial entry speed was high
for all curves because the participants were asked to maintain a speed of 55 mi/h (88.5 km/h) in
the long tangent sections preceding the curves. In the case of the sharp curves, drivers slowed
down from approximately 57 mi/h (91.7 km/h) when they were 600 ft (182.9 m) away from the
curve to approximately 23 mi/h (37 km/h) at the PC for the delineators and to approximately
30 mi/h (48.3 km/h) at the PC for the pavement markings. Figure 15 shows the speed profiles for
gentle curves. The PT for the gentle curves was at about -314 ft (- 95.7 m). In this case, from
about 57 mi/h (91.7 km/h) at 600 ft before the curve, drivers slowed down at the PC to about
35 mi/h (56.3 km/h) for the delineators and to about 43 mi/h (69.2 km/h) for the pavement
markings. In the curve itself, the average driving speed was about 10 mi/h (16 km/h) slower for
the sharp curves than for the gentle curves. This difference in speed between sharp and gentle
curves was statistically significant (F (1, 35) = 818, p < 0.001) and corresponded to the
calculated but not posted advisory speed difference of 10 mi/h (16 km/h). As evidenced in the
different slopes and shapes for the curves in figure 14 and figure 15, there was also a statistically
significant treatment by severity by location interaction (F (28, 8) = 18.6, p < 0.001). However,
as can be seen in the figures, for distances less than 600 ft (183 m), the visibility treatments
aligned themselves in a consistent pattern.
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Figure 14. Graph. Average speed as a function of the distance from the
PC for sharp curves.
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Figure 15. Graph. Average speed as a function of the distance from the PC for
gentle curves.
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Curve Direction
In the curve itself, the average driving speed was about 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h) slower for the right
curve than for the left curve (not shown). Such a difference might be expected since the right
curves had a slightly shorter turning radius than the left curves. The difference in speed between
right and left curves was statistically significant but small (F (1, 35) = 13.8, p < 0.001). The
functions for the right versus left curves looked similar to the functions for the sharp versus
gentle curves shown in figure 14 and figure 15 except that the differences in speed were smaller
in the curve itself. There was also a significant treatment by direction interaction (F (4, 32) =
3.63, p < 0.015). Nevertheless, for distances less than 600 ft (183 m), the visibility treatments
aligned themselves in a consistent pattern.
Drive
Despite multiple differences (days, instructions, etc.) across the three experimental driving
sessions, the drive effect was not statistically significant. Thus, drivers did not speed up or slow
down across driving sessions, and no adaptation or learning was observed. The treatment by
drive interaction was also not statistically significant.
Effects of Treatments
Figure 16 shows the average driving speed as a function of distance from the PC for the five
curve treatment conditions. Figure 17 refers to corresponding curve acceleration data which will
be described later. The data represent speed profiles in terms of average speeds across all
participants, curve geometries, and drives. The error bars represent one standard error of the
mean, and data are shown for all eight measurement locations.
The speed profiles in figure 16 indicate a constant portion in the far tangent, then a rapid
deceleration, followed by a shallow dip. As indicated by this distinct shape, the location effect
was statistically significant (F (7, 29) = 536, p < 0.001). The drivers tended to slow down from
about 57 mi/h (91.7 km/h) at 600 ft (183 m) before the curve to about 28 to 37 mi/h (45 to
59.5 km/h) at the PC depending on the type of treatment. The treatments tended to organize into
two groups: (1) pavement markings (baseline (centerlines only) and edge lines (centerlines with
edge lines)) and (2) delineators (single side PMDs, both sides PMDs, and streaming PMDs). This
treatment effect was statistically significant (F (4, 32) = 51.7, p < 0.001). The delineators were
more effective than the pavement markings in slowing the drivers down earlier and to a greater
degree. Before the curve itself, the shapes of the speed profile functions were similar for both
types of safety countermeasures. However, in the curve, the minimum speed was achieved earlier
for the delineators at the PC, and later, for the pavement markings at the middle of the curve.
Thus, there was a difference in shape for the two different groups of speed profiles. In addition,
before the visibility treatments had much effect at 1,000 ft (305 m) away from the PC and after
the curve had been passed at the PT, there was little observed speed difference among the
treatments as anticipated. As expected from these minor differences in the shapes of the profiles,
there was a statistically significant treatment by location interaction (F (28, 8) = 25.4, p < 0.001).
Nevertheless, for distances less than 600 ft (183 m), the consistent treatment effect was evident
over the entire range of locations with no reversals in order.
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Figure 16. Graph. Average speed as a function of the distance from the PC.
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Figure 17. Graph. Average acceleration as a function of the distance from the PC.
At 100 ft (30.5 m) before the curve, curves with pavement markings had an average speed of
about 51 mi/h (82 km/h), and curves with delineators had an average speed of about
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39 mi/h (62.8 km/h), which was a 12-mi/h (19.3-km/h) difference. At the PC, the delineators
slowed the drivers down about 7 mi/h (11.3 km/h) more than the pavement markings. Closer
than 200 ft from the curve within the pavement markings category, the presence of an edge line
may have reduced driver speed by about 1 to 2 mi/h (1.6 to 3.2 km/h) relative to the baseline.
This seemed to be a consistent but small effect. Closer than 600 ft from the curve within the
delineator category, the PMD conditions represented a consistent order in terms of their
effectiveness in slowing the driver down. From least effective to most effective, this order was
single side PMDs, both sides PMDs, and streaming PMDs. The relative effects of the different
PMD configurations were orderly but small.
This rank order was confirmed by a series of statistical tests. Pair-wise analysis of variance
(ANOVA) comparisons were made between the baseline condition and each visibility
enhancement to the baseline as well as between neighboring pairs in the above order of treatment
effectiveness. All of these seven pair-wise comparisons revealed a statistically significant
treatment effect except for baseline versus edge lines. This outcome may have been due to the
fact that edge lines were applied to the entire tangent roadway segment before the curve as well
as through the curve. The data indicate that the application of edge lines in these straight tangent
roadway segments may have actually increased vehicle speed relative to the baseline at distances
of greater than 200 ft (61 m) ahead of the curve. Over the distance of 1,000 to 300 ft (305 to
91.4 m), this increase in speed was statistically significant (F (4, 32) = 11.3, p < 0.001). When
only the distances of 200 ft (61 m) or less were considered, the baseline versus edge lines
comparison was statistically significant (F (4, 32) = 73.3, p < 0.001). Thus, the four safety
countermeasures may be ranked as indicated above.
At 1,000 ft (305 m) from the curve, the streaming PMDs had a slightly lower speed than all of
the other conditions (about 1 to 2 mi/h (1.6 to 3.2 km/h) difference). This difference was
statistically significant (F (4, 29) = 13.5, p < 0.001). This outcome might be expected because at
night, the streaming PMDs can be seen from greater than 1,000 ft (305 m) away.
Speed Reductions for Curves
In figure 16, the PC (zero ft (zero m)) and the middle of the curve (-105 ft (-32 m) for combined
data) are important locations for measuring driver behavior. These locations bound the first half
of the curve where it is important that the driver has slowed the vehicle down to a safe speed for
entering and navigating the curve. For different curve safety countermeasures, table 5 shows the
average vehicle speed at the PC and at the middle of the curve along with the corresponding
speed reduction advantages relative to the baseline speed. For average speeds, standard errors of
the mean are shown in parentheses.
Columns 2 and 4 in table 5 represent two important vertical slices of the data portrayed in
figure 16. The visibility treatments in table 5 are arranged in order of increasing effectiveness in
achieving a lower speed at either the PC or the middle of the curve. An examination of the
standard errors reveals that most are below 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h). Thus, when comparing pairs of
speeds in table 5, speed reductions of 2 mi/h (3.2 km/h) or greater are likely to be statistically
significant. The PC was selected as the most appropriate single location to measure and compare
possible speed reduction advantages for two reasons. First, if drivers entered a curve at an
excessive speed, it was often too late to take the necessary compensatory actions to safely
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navigate the curve. Second, for curves with relatively small deflection angles (60 degrees in this
experiment), drivers tended to accelerate by the middle of the curve in anticipation of exiting
the curve.
Table 5. Average speed and speed reduction advantage in curves (mi/h).
Average
Reduction
Reduction
Speed at
Advantage
Advantage
Average Speed
Point of
Relative to
Curvature
Relative to
at Middle of
Treatment
Baseline
(SE)
Baseline
Curve (SE)
Condition
Baseline
37.0 (1.11)
0
34.6 (0.76)
0
Edge lines
35.1 (1.02)
1.9
33.8 (0.68)
0.8
Single side PMDs
30.1 (0.75)
6.9
31.0 (0.60)
3.6
Both sides PMDs
29.0 (0.68)
8.0
30.3 (0.57)
4.3
Streaming PMDs
28.3 (0.71)
8.7
29.8 (0.59)
4.8
1 mi = 1.61 km
Note: Standard error (SE) is shown in parentheses.

From figure 16 and table 5, it is clear that the four enhanced visibility treatment conditions
showed a consistent order in terms of their effectiveness in slowing drivers down relative to the
baseline. In this regard, the relative speed reduction advantages at the PC may be rounded to
whole numbers and taken as a figure of merit. If this is done, the following order was observed,
from least effective to most effective: edge lines (2 mi/h (3.2 km/h)), single side PMDs (7 mi/h
(11.3 km/h)), both sides PMDs (8 mi/h (12.9 km/h)), and streaming PMDs (9 mi/h (14.5 km/h)).
Overall as a group, the delineators were more effective than the pavement markings in slowing
drivers down both before and in the curves. Pair-wise statistical comparisons were computed for
the 20 combinations of all 5 average speeds at the PC (see column 2). All 20 comparisons
revealed a statistically significant difference, confirming the above order of treatments. Similar
pair-wise comparisons were computed for the middle of the curve location (column 4) with the
same outcome. All 20 comparisons revealed a statistically significant difference.
Acceleration Profiles for Curves
Figure 17 shows the average longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle as a function of distance
from the PC for the five different curve visibility treatment conditions. The data represent
acceleration profiles which complement the corresponding speed profiles portrayed in figure 16.
The error bars in figure 17 represent one standard error of the mean. Since acceleration
determinations were computed from differences in speed, measurements for only seven
intermediate locations are shown. The acceleration profiles had a pronounced V-shape and were
organized into the same two groups of treatments as were found for the speed profiles—
delineators and pavement markings. As expected from this distinct shape, the location effect was
statistically significant (F (6, 27) = 360, p < 0.001). Such a correspondence was expected since
the acceleration profiles were derived from the speed profiles and represented a different
perspective on the same driver performance. As seen in figure 17, when compared with the
pavement markings, the delineators revealed a gentler and more spread-out V-shaped function
with a less pronounced negative acceleration dip that occurred well before the PC. By contrast,
the pavement markings revealed a more severe and narrow V-shaped function with a more
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pronounced negative acceleration dip occurring later in the curve approach at the PC. In general,
the delineators were associated with a smoother and earlier deceleration pattern than the
pavement markings. This treatment effect was statistically significant (F (4, 29) = 10.6,
p < 0.001). The effects of both curve severity (F (1, 32) = 258, p < 0.001) and drive (F (2, 31) =
8.39, p < 0.001) were also statistically significant.
Feature Detection for Curves
The participants stated “right” or “left” followed by “sharp” or “gentle” as soon as they detected
the direction and severity of the curve ahead. They also had the opportunity to change or correct
their judgments as they came closer to the curve. Only the last response counted for both
correctness and distance to the curve. Two measures were derived from these responses: (1) the
percentage of correct responses for each feature (direction and severity) and (2) the percentage of
times the feature was detected without the necessity to make a change in the response. Another
measure was the feature detection distance for the last response given. Table 6 shows the
percentage of correct responses for curve direction detection and curve severity detection
(columns 2 and 3). The table also shows the percentage of times that the feature was detected
without a change from the initial response (columns 4 and 5).
Table 6. Percentage of correct responses and no change responses for feature detection.
Percent No
Percent No
Percent
Percent
Number Of
Change,
Change,
Correct,
Correct,
Responses,
Severity
Direction
Direction Severity
Visibility
(n)
Detection
Detection
Detection Detection
Treatment
Baseline
100
83.8
98.8
90.7
432
Edge lines
99.4
82.9
98.8
91.7
432
Single side PMDs
99.9
84.7
94.2
88.4
432
Both sides PMDs
99.9
82.2
96.1
89.6
432
Streaming PMDs
99.9
78.7
99.5
91.6
432
Overall
99.7
82.5
97.5
90.4
2,160
As is evident in the table, the sample of participants in this experiment performed extremely
well in correctly detecting the direction of the curve ahead (99.7 percent correct overall). The
participants were also quite confident in their judgments of curve direction, making 97.5 percent
of their overall responses without any corrections.
The sample of participants did not perform as well in correctly detecting the severity of the curve
ahead (82.5 percent correct overall). Nevertheless, since guessing would yield 50 percent correct
responding, even their performance on the severity detection task was well above chance. If the
normal approximation to the binomial is employed to the worst case in table 6 (p = 0.787;
P = 0.500; n = 432), the probability of obtaining a sample correct response rate of 78.7 percent
when the population correct response rate is 50.0 percent is extremely small (z = 11.91,
p < 0.001). Thus, although the participants were making a substantial number of errors in
detecting the severity of the curve ahead, they were still performing considerably better than
chance (over 80 percent correct). As might be expected, their confidence in these severity
judgments was not as strong as their confidence in the corresponding direction judgments,
making only 90.4 percent of their overall severity responses without any corrections as
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opposed to 97.5 percent of their overall direction responses. Still, over 90 percent of all
severity judgments were made without the necessity to make a change. This reduced
performance on curve severity judgments relative to curve direction judgments indicates that
additional visual cues may need to be provided to the driver to assist in detecting the severity
of approaching curves.
Of the 379 errors made in estimating curve severity, 49.9 percent were made estimating right
curves, and 50.1 percent were made estimating left curves. Thus, it was equally easy to estimate
the direction of right or left curves. Of the same 379 errors, 42.7 percent were made estimating
sharp curves, and 57.3 percent were made estimating gentle curves. If the normal approximation
to the binomial is employed again, this discrepancy is extremely unlikely (z = 2.84, p < 0.003).
The participants found it easier to estimate the severity of sharp curves than gentle curves. This
outcome might be expected since both sharp and gentle curves had the same deflection angle of
60 degrees. This situation resulted in the sharper curves having a more compressed forward field
of view, providing more simultaneous foveal visual cues for estimating the radius of curvature. It
is interesting to note that the streaming PMDs condition performed the worst in terms of correct
curve severity estimation. This result is surprising considering that the streaming PMDs
condition was the only visual stimulus which incorporated a supplemental coding scheme to
indicate curve severity. Apparently, this coding scheme was difficult to comprehend, and the
rapid moving light patterns may have obscured other cues normally used to estimate curve
severity (e.g., radius of curvature).
Curve Direction Detection Distance
Figure 18 shows the average curve direction detection distance for the five visibility treatments
as a function of the number of the drive. The right side of the figure shows the results collapsed
across all three drives. The error bars represent one standard error of the mean.
Curve geometry had no effect on curve direction detection—both curve severity and direction
effects were not statistically significant. However, both the treatment by drive (F (8, 28) = 3.13,
p < 0.012) and the treatment by severity (F (4, 32) = 4.20, p < 0.008) interactions were
statistically significant. The treatment by drive interaction is apparent in the positively
accelerating shapes of the bar charts given in figure 18 when compared across drives. The
treatment by severity interaction was reflected primarily in a skew for the streaming PMDs
condition (not shown). Despite these interactions, a consistent pattern of average detection
distance for curve direction across treatments is evident in figure 18. This consistent pattern
persists across all three drives and is also reflected across both curve severities (sharp versus
gentle). Such a uniform pattern indicates the existence of a significant main effect of the
visibility treatments themselves in addition to significant interactions with drive and curve
severity. As evident in figure 18, the five different visibility treatments were organized into three
groups: pavement markings, conventional PMDs, and streaming PMDs. Over all drives, this
main treatment effect was statistically significant (F (4, 32) = 66.9, p < 0.001).
For curves with only pavement markings (baseline and edge lines), the direction of the curve
could be detected from an average distance of 225 to 260 ft (68.6 to 79.2 m). By contrast, for
curves with conventional reflectorized PMDs (single side PMDs and both sides PMDs), the
direction of the curve could be detected at almost twice that distance between 385 and 465 ft
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(117 and 142 m). It is of interest to note that the both sides PMDs condition had a lower average
direction detection distance (383 ft (117 m)) than the single side PMDs condition (466 ft
(142 m)). This outcome may be the result of possible visual confusion caused by the larger
number of PMD posts simultaneously in view for the both sides PMDs condition and their more
complex geometric arrangement, making direction estimation more difficult. Nevertheless, as far
as the speed reductions were concerned (see table 5), the both sides PMDs condition posed a
more formidable visual array and slowed drivers down more than the single side PMDs condition
by about 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h). The greatest improvement in direction detection distance was
afforded by the LED-enhanced PMDs (streaming PMDs). For these sequential flashing PMDs,
the average curve direction detection distance ranged from about 1,100 to 1,500 ft (335 m to
457 m), which was five times the baseline distance of about 225 to 260 ft (68.6 to 79.2 m). Since
this streaming PMD condition was continuously operating and not activated by an approaching
vehicle, the sequential pattern of flashing lights could be seen from a great distance.
The four enhanced visibility treatment conditions represented a consistent order in terms of their
effectiveness in increasing the distance at which the participants could detect the direction of
curves ahead in the roadway. As can be seen in figure 18, a similar order was maintained across
all three drives, and this order was the same for all drives combined. Similar to what was done
for vehicle speed, the relative detection distance advantages offered by the different treatments
may be rounded to 5-ft (1.52-m) increments and taken as a figure of merit. When this is done, the
following order was observed for direction detection distance from least effective to most
effective: edge lines (25 ft (7.62 m)), both sides PMDs (130 ft (39.6 m)), single side PMDs
(200 ft (61.0 m)), and streaming PMDs (1,065 ft (325 m)). For all three drives, the most dramatic
improvement in average direction detection distance was associated with the streaming PMDs
condition, a 1,065-ft (325 m) advantage over baseline in the combined case.
Pair-wise ANOVA comparisons were made between the baseline condition and each additional
visibility enhancement as well as between neighboring pairs in the above order of treatment
effectiveness. These pair-wise comparisons were only conducted on the combined data from
drives 1 and 2 since the instructions to the participants changed on day 3. All of these seven
pair-wise comparisons revealed a statistically significant treatment effect. Thus, as concerns
enhancing direction detection distance for curves, the four safety countermeasures can be ranked
as indicated above.
The enhanced direction detection distance for the streaming PMDs condition was increased to a
1,247-ft (380-m) advantage relative to the baseline when only drive 3 data were considered. The
corresponding advantage relative to the baseline for drive 2 was 1,079 ft (329 m). Just prior to
drive 3, the participants were informed of the meaning of the streaming PMD coded cues,
including the cue for direction. This change in instructions could have been responsible for the
observed increase in average detection distance for drive 3. Comparison of the advantages from
drives 2 and 3 indicated that, in terms of direction detection distance, explaining the direction
cue to the participants could result in a possible 16-percent advantage over having the
participants figure out the meaning for themselves. However, this increased advantage is
relatively small and could be due to learning which might have taken place even if no additional
information had been provided in the instructions.
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Figure 18 also reveals a consistent adaptation or learning effect across the three drives, with the
average curve direction detection distance increasing in each category with progressive drives.
This drive effect was statistically significant (F (2, 34) = 20.2, p < 0.001). For the streaming
PMDs condition, the drive 1 direction detection distance advantage was 864 ft (263 m) relative
to the baseline, and the drive 2 advantage was 1,079 ft (329 m) for a gain of approximately
25 percent. If adaptation were linear, the detection distance advantage might be expected to be
about 1,348 ft (411 m) for drive 3, which was greater than the 1,247 ft (380 m) that was
observed. In fact, this 25-percent adaptation effect could completely account for the
16-percent increased advantage attributed earlier to being informed of the curve direction cue
encoded in the streaming PMDs condition. Thus, the research participants were likely learning
the meaning of the curve direction cue on their own. This cue was highly intuitive (streaming
toward the right meant a right curve was approaching, and streaming toward the left meant a left
curve was approaching) and probably did not require additional instructions for most of the
research participants. The results of the questionnaire revealed a similar high degree of learning.
After drive 2, before receiving any instructions, 83 percent of the participants knew the meaning
of the direction cue. After drive 3 and receiving the instructions, 97 percent knew the meaning.
Curve Severity Detection Distance
Overall, similar relative results were found for the average distance at which the participants
could detect the severity of a curve ahead in the roadway, but the absolute magnitudes were
smaller. Figure 19 shows the average curve severity detection distance for the five visibility
treatments as a function of the number of the drive. Similar to direction detection distance, the
right-hand side of figure 19 shows the severity detection distance results collapsed across all
three drives.
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Figure 18. Graph. Average curve direction detection distance as a function of drive.
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Figure 19. Graph. Average curve severity detection distance as a function of drive.
For severity detection distance, the effects of curve geometry were mixed. The sharp curves
(222 ft (67.7 m)) had a greater average detection distance than the gentle curves (158 ft
(48.2 m)). This curve severity effect was statistically significant (F (1, 35) = 40.6, p < 0.001),
but the curve direction effect was not. In addition, there were two statistically significant
interactions, the same two as were found for curve direction detection distance: (1) treatment by
drive (F (8, 28) = 12.1, p < 0.001) and (2) treatment by severity (F (4, 32) = 5.48, p < 0.002).
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These interactions were reflected in the data relationships in the same way as for direction
detection distance. There was also a statistically significant treatment by severity by direction
interaction (F (4, 32) = 2.84, p < 0.004).
A consistent pattern of average detection distance for curve severity across treatments is evident
in figure 19. This consistent pattern persists across all three drives, both curve severities and
both curve directions. As evident in figure 19, for severity detection distance, the five different
visibility treatments organized themselves into two major groups: (1) streaming PMDs and
(2) all others. For all conditions other than streaming PMDs, the average curve severity detection
distance was about 55 to 115 ft (16.8 to 35.1 m). The average curve severity detection distance
was much greater for the streaming PMDs condition (612 ft (187 m)). Across all drives, this
treatment effect was statistically significant (F (4, 32) = 28.0, p < 0.001).
Figure 19 also reveals a consistent adaptation or learning effect across the three drives, with the
average curve severity detection distance increasing in each category with progressive drives
similar to what was found for curve direction detection distance in figure 19. This drive effect for
severity detection distance was statistically significant (F (2, 34) = 42.5, p < 0.001). As with
direction detection, the most dramatic improvement in average severity detection distance was
associated with the streaming PMDs. For the streaming PMDs condition, on drives 1 and 2, the
participants could detect curve severity at a distance of about 325 to 385 ft (99.1 to 117 m) with
no special instructions as to the meaning of the curve severity cue. On drive 3, after the
participants were informed of the meaning of the severity cue, the average curve severity
detection distance increased to about 1,127 ft (344 m), representing an advantage of 1,074 ft
(327 m) relative to the baseline condition. Since the corresponding day 2 advantage relative to
the baseline was 333 ft (102 m), providing information to the participants concerning the severity
cue coded in the streaming PMD lights resulted in a 300-percent increase in relative detection
distance advantage over letting the participants figure out the meaning for themselves.
The participants had difficulty learning the meaning of the curve severity cue on their own. In
terms of severity detection distance, their performance improved dramatically after being
informed of the meaning of the curve severity cue. Such an increase is not likely to be the result
of adaptation, as can be seen in figure 19. For the streaming PMDs condition, the detection
distance advantage in the first drive was 271 ft (82.6 m) relative to the baseline, and the
advantage for the second drive was 333 ft (102 m) for a gain of only about 23 percent. If
adaptation was linear, the detection distance advantage might be expected to be about 410 ft
(125 m) for drive 3 instead of the 1,074 ft (327 m) that was observed. The results of the
questionnaire revealed a similar picture. After drive 2 before receiving any instructions, only
64 percent of the participants knew the meaning of the severity cue. After receiving the
instructions for drive 3, 97 percent of the participants knew the meaning.
Except for the streaming PMDs condition, the average curve severity detection distances in
figure 19 were much shorter than the corresponding average curve direction detection distances
in figure 18 by a factor of two to four times. This outcome indicates that at a given distance
ahead of a curve, other factors being equal, detecting the direction (right versus left) of the curve
is likely to be easier than detecting the severity (radius) of the curve. To make performance
equivalent for the two curve features, additional visual information would need to be provided to
the driver in the form of distinct cues for curve severity.
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Relative to the baseline, the four enhanced visibility treatment conditions represented a
consistent order in terms of their effectiveness in increasing the distance at which the participants
could detect the severity of curves ahead in the roadway. This relationship was discernable
despite the fact that, except for the streaming PMDs condition, all of the average detection
distance values were rather low and close together. As can be seen in figure 19 and table 7
(columns 4 and 5), a similar order was maintained across all three drives, and this order was the
same for all drives combined. If increased curve severity detection distance is taken as the
figure of merit, this order was as follows (from least effective to most effective): edge lines (20 ft
(6.1 m)), both sides PMDs (45 ft (13.7 m)), single side PMDs (65 ft (19.8 m)), and streaming
PMDs (560 ft (170 m)).
Pair-wise ANOVA comparisons were conducted as was done for direction detection distance.
All of these seven pair-wise comparisons revealed a statistically significant treatment effect
except for two. The first exception was between the baseline and the edge lines. In this
experiment, there was no advantage of adding edge lines for increasing severity detection
distance. The second exception was between single side PMDs and both sides PMDs. In this
case, both of these conditions were statistically different from the baseline. However, for
detecting the severity of curves ahead, it did not matter whether reflectorized PMDs were on one
side of the curve or on both sides. Thus, for detecting the severity of curves, the safety
countermeasures devolved into only two ranks: both reflectorized PMDs (45 to 65 ft(13.7 to
19.8 m)) and streaming PMDs (560 ft (171 m)).
For all drives, table 7 shows the average feature detection distance and distance advantage for the
different curve visibility treatment conditions. Columns 2 and 4 give the data for the right-hand
portions of figure 18 and figure 19. For each treatment condition, columns 3 and 5 give the
relative advantages of the different treatments in increasing feature detection distance relative to
the baseline. The visibility treatments in table 7 are arranged in order of increasing effectiveness
in achieving a greater feature detection distance for both curve direction and curve severity. The
last row in the table is an exception. This row shows the average feature detection distance for
drive 3 only when the participants had just been informed of the meaning of the direction and
severity cues coded in the patterns of steaming PMDs. An examination of the standard errors in
table 7 reveals that most were below 25 ft (7.6 m) except for the streaming PMDs condition. For
most treatments, when comparing pairs of distances in the table, distance reductions of 50 ft
(15.2 m) or greater were likely to be statistically significant. In the case of streaming PMDs, this
distance reduction criterion increased to150 ft (45.7 m) or greater due to increased variability in
the detection distance data for this condition.
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Table 7. Average feature detection distance and distance advantage for curves.
Severity
Average
Direction
Average
Distance
Distance
Severity
Direction
Advantage
Advantage
Detection
Detection
Relative to
Distance,
Relative to
Treatment
Distance,
ft (SE)
Baseline, ft
Baseline, ft
Condition
ft (SE)
Baseline
225 (10.4)
0
53.4 (9.5)
0
Edge lines
249 (10.3)
24
71.6 (12.7)
18
Both sides PMDs
355 (17.4)
130
97.4 (11.0)
44
Single side PMDs
426 (26.7)
201
116 (14.7)
63
Streaming PMDs
1,288 (74.9)
1,063
612 (59.7)
559
Streaming PMDs
(drive 3 only)
1,472 (55.5)
1,247
1,127 (80.7)
1,074
1 ft = 0.305 m
Note: Standard error (SE) is shown in parentheses.

TOWNS
Speed Profiles for Towns
Figure 20 shows the average vehicle speed as a function of distance from the beginning of the
town for the six different town treatment conditions. Figure 21 refers to corresponding
acceleration data which will be described later. The data represent speed profiles in terms of
averages across all participants and all days. The error bars represent one standard error of the
mean. Data are shown for all 10 measurement locations. Positive distances indicate measurement
locations ahead of the town, and negative distances indicate locations in the town. However,
since speed calming inside the town was the major focus, all statistical tests were conducted on
the five locations in the town from the beginning of the town (zero ft (zero m)) to the end of the
town (-450 ft (-137 m)). As with the curve data, the town data were also analyzed according to a
MANOVA approach to repeated measures.
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Figure 20. Graph. Average speed as a function of the distance from the beginning
of the town.
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Figure 21. Graph. Average acceleration as a function of the distance from the beginning
of the town.
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The speed profiles in figure 20 indicate a gentle deceleration followed by a plateau. As indicated
by this distinct overall shape, the location effect was statistically significant (F (4, 31) = 11.1,
p < 0.001). The drivers slowed down from 50 mi/h (80.5 km/h) at 1,000 ft (305 m) before the
town to 32–38 mi/h (51.5–61.2 km/h) at the middle of the town depending on the type of
treatment. The treatments were organized into three groups: (1) baseline and bulb-outs (baseline,
curb and gutter bulb-outs, and painted bulb-outs), (2) parked cars, and (3) chicanes (curb and
gutter chicanes and painted chicanes). This treatment effect was statistically significant
(F (5, 30) = 12.5, p < 0.001). However, the shapes of the speed profiles were different for the
various traffic-calming treatments, in particular for the chicanes and parked cars conditions. As
might be expected from the different shapes of the functions portrayed in figure 20, there was a
statistically significant location by treatment interaction (F (20, 15) = 3.05, p < 0.016). The effect
of drive was not statistically significant; thus, for speed in the town, there was no apparent
adaptation or learning effect over the three drives.
The bulb-outs were the least effective traffic-calming countermeasures, slowing drivers down by
only 1 to 1.5 mi/h (1.6 to 2.4 km/h) through the town relative to the baseline. The parked cars
condition was intermediate in its effectiveness, slowing drivers down by 4 to 5 mi/h (6.4 to
8 km/h) relative to the baseline at the middle of the town. The chicanes were the most effective
in slowing the drivers down through the town as a whole, slowing them by 6 to 9 mi/h (9.7 to
14.5 km/h) through the town relative to the baseline. The curb and gutter chicanes were more
effective than the painted chicanes by about 1 to 3 mi/h (1.6 to 4.8 km/h), and all of these
differences were statistically significant (see below). The shapes of the speed profile functions
were similar for all of the five types of safety countermeasures except the chicanes. For all other
countermeasures, the minimum speed was achieved near the middle of the town or slightly
further into the town. For the chicanes, the minimum speed was achieved at the beginning and
end of the town where the chicanes were located. In the town itself, the speed increased for the
chicane conditions, reaching a local maximum at the middle of the town and decreasing again for
the second chicane.
Across all five locations within the town, pair-wise ANOVA comparisons were made between
the baseline condition and each individual speed-calming enhancement as well as between
neighboring pairs in order of treatment effectiveness. All of the nine pair-wise comparisons
revealed a statistically significant treatment effect except for the comparison between curb and
gutter bulb-outs and painted bulb-outs. Both bulb-out conditions performed better than the
baseline, but there was no statistically significant difference between the two implementations.
This experiment found that the cheaper painted bulb-outs were just as effective as the more
expensive curb and gutter bulb-outs, but neither one produced a substantial speed reduction
effect (only about 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h)).
Speed Reductions for Towns
The beginning and middle of the town were important locations for measuring driver behavior.
These locations bound the first part of the town where it was important that the driver slowed the
vehicle down to a safe speed for entering and driving through the town. Table 8 shows the
average speed at the beginning and at the middle of the town along with the corresponding speed
reduction advantages relative to the baseline speed. If the relative speed reduction advantage at
the beginning of the town was taken as the figure of merit (rounded to 0.5 mi/h (0.8 km/h)), the
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following order was observed from least effective to most effective: both bulb-outs (about 1 mi/h
(1.6 km/h)), parked cars (4 mi/h (6.4 km/h)), painted chicanes (6 mi/h (9.7 km/h)), and curb and
gutter chicanes (9 mi/h (14.5 km/h)). If the figure of merit was shifted to the middle of the town,
the rankings have a slightly different order: both bulb-outs (about 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h)), painted
chicanes (4 mi/h (6.4 km/h)), parked cars (4.5 mi/h (7.2 km/h)), and curb and gutter chicanes
(5 mi/h (8 km/h)). As a result of the treatment by location interaction observed above, in this
case, parked cars and painted chicanes changed places in the rank order. At the middle of town
location, the speeding up in the center of the town that was observed with the chicanes offset
some of the apparent advantage of the chicane treatment. This increase in speed was as much as
1 to 3 mi/h (1.6 to 4.8 km/h) faster than in the chicane itself.
Table 8. Average speed and speed reduction advantage in towns (mi/h).
Reduction
Reduction
Average
Average
Advantage
Speed at
Speed
Advantage
Relative to
Middle of
Relative to
Treatment
at Beginning
Baseline
Town (SE)
Baseline
of Town (SE)
Condition
Baseline
38.6 (1.40)
0
37.5 (1.42)
0
Painted bulb-outs
38.0 (1.49)
0.6
36.6 (1.38)
0.9
Curb and gutter bulb-outs
37.2 (1.63)
1.4
36.3 (1.44)
1.2
Parked cars
34.6 (1.81)
4.0
32.8 (1.72)
4.7
Painted chicanes
32.6 (1.79)
6.0
33.5 (1.45)
4.0
Curb and gutter chicanes
29.5 (1.98)
9.1
32.3 (1.47)
5.2
1 mi = 1.61 km
Note: Standard error (SE) is shown in parentheses.

Since the effects of the various treatments were different for the beginning and middle of the
town, both locations need to be considered in comparing the effectiveness of the various speedcalming treatments investigated in the current experiment. Therefore, pair-wise statistical
comparisons were computed for the 30 combinations of all 6 average speeds both at the
beginning of the town (column 2) and at the middle of the town (column 4). For the beginning of
the town, all 30 pair-wise comparisons revealed statistically significant differences except the
following three cases: (1) baseline versus painted bulb-outs, (2) baseline versus curb and gutter
bulb-outs, and (3) painted bulb-outs versus curb and gutter bulb-outs. At the beginning of the
town, the two types of bulb-outs were not different from each other, and neither type was
different from the baseline. At this location, the only treatments which resulted in a speed
reduction were the parked cars and chicanes conditions. For the middle of the town, all 30 pairwise comparisons revealed a statistically significant difference except the following three cases:
(1) painted bulb-outs versus curb and gutter bulb-outs, (2) parked cars versus painted chicanes,
and (3) parked cars versus curb and gutter chicanes. At the middle of the town, the two types of
bulb-outs were not different from each other, but both types were different from the baseline. In
addition, there was no difference in speed reduction between the parked cars and either type of
chicane implementation. At this location, the only treatments which resulted in a substantial
speed reduction were the parked cars and chicanes conditions. Both types of bulb-outs had a very
small effect on speed reduction (about 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h)).
Both chicane conditions were characterized by an increase in average vehicle speed in the middle
portion of the town. This was to be expected since the chicanes themselves were located at both
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ends of the town. Under the chicane conditions, no speed-calming measures were employed in
the middle portion of the town, allowing the drivers to speed up in the middle portion of the town
only to slow down again for the second chicane at the exit from the town. Overall, parked cars
and chicanes were considerably more effective than bulb-outs in slowing driver speed. In
addition, the parked cars condition was associated with a more steady decrease in speed
beginning further away from the town when compared with any of the other treatments. For
example, at 100 ft (30.5 m) from the town, the parked cars condition had an average vehicle
speed of 3 mi/h (4.8 km/h) less than the baseline condition. Such an outcome might be expected
since the parked cars tended to be visible from further away than any of the other speed-calming
treatments. The speed profiles for the towns also revealed that the participants were already
slowing down from the instructed speed of 55 mi/h (88.5 km/h) in the tangents to about 51 mi/h
(82 km/h) at 1,000 ft (305 m) before the town. This was also to be expected since the towns were
driven in daylight conditions and could be seen by the driver from a greater distance (more than
1,000 ft (305 m)).
Acceleration Profiles for Towns
Figure 21 shows the average longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle as a function of distance
from the beginning of the town for the six different speed-calming treatment conditions. As was
the case for curves, the data represent acceleration profiles which complement the corresponding
speed profiles portrayed in figure 20. As a result of the computation method, the data are shown
for nine intermediate distance values (locations). As was the case for the speed profiles for the
towns, all statistical tests were conducted only on the five locations inside the town. The
acceleration profiles for the towns had a gentle overall U-shape. As expected from this overall
shape, the location effect was statistically significant (F (3, 30) = 21.6, p < 0.001).
The major exception is that the chicanes had a pronounced jagged, saw-tooth shape in the
middle. This saw-tooth pattern represents rapid deceleration to navigate the first chicane at the
beginning of the town, acceleration through the first part of the town, and somewhat less rapid
deceleration to navigate the second chicane toward the end of the town. In general, the
acceleration profiles for the towns were organized into two groups of treatments: the chicanes
and all other treatments with one exception for the parked cars condition. The parked cars
condition revealed somewhat lower deceleration values before the town. Thus, within the town,
decidedly different shapes were observed for the acceleration profiles for the six different trafficcalming treatments. As would be expected from these differently shaped profiles, the treatment
by location interaction was statistically significant (F (15, 18) = 4.77, p < 0.001). However, as
concerns the town acceleration profiles as a whole, the treatment effect was not statistically
significant (F (5, 28) = 2.47, p < 0.056). In this case, the interaction between treatment and
location was the significant factor. Different traffic-calming treatments produced different
acceleration profiles.
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The current experiment was conducted in the FHWA HDS. This simulator was partially
validated in the past for research on nighttime driving on rural two-lane curves by means of
similar field data; however, these validations have been for different curve geometries and for
different driver responses.(19) In any case, there are inherent limitations to using simulator data to
predict real-world driving responses. The simulator is often capable of producing similar relative
results as those in the field for the purpose of ranking or comparing different treatments. This is
one of the major strengths of using a driving simulator for highway safety research. However,
when attempting to predict absolute quantities such as vehicle speeds or feature recognition
distances, simulator-derived measurements may require scale factors or transformations before
they can be used to estimate performance in the field.(20) In general, important relationships or
patterns among data elements are usually preserved both in the simulator and in the field, but the
simulator data often portray weaker and more variable results.
In the case of nighttime visibility research, there are two major reasons for such discrepancies.
First, driving in a simulator is different from driving in a real car. Driver judgments of speed,
distance, and deceleration are sometimes difficult in a simulator. Consequently, under certain
conditions, drivers may drive faster and decelerate more rapidly in a simulator than in a real car.
Also, there is no other traffic on the road. Second, the simulator has difficulty creating certain
visual contrast ratios that can be encountered on the roadway, especially at night. The luminance
for the visual stimuli used in this experiment (see table 3) are probably adequate for simulating
pavement markings and possibly for simulating PMDs; however, the visual projection system of
the simulator is not adequate to characterize the high contrast ratios found with streaming LED
lights. Although these contrast ratios are high, the size of the LED light source is small, and the
duty cycle is low, so glare should not be a problem for the driver. The inability to reproduce
these high contrast ratios in the simulator was partially compensated for by increasing the size of
the streaming LED light sources when they were far away. Nevertheless, there are distinct
limitations to reproducing nighttime driving scenes in a driving simulator.(20)
In the case of predicting the effects of daytime driving, the FHWA HDS has only been validated
by means of similar field data for intersection traffic signals and for certain collision warning
systems.(21) The simulator has not been validated for traffic calming in small rural towns.
However, from the stimulus perspective, the towns were presented only in daylight and had no
intense luminous sources of light in the scene (e.g., traffic signals, tail lights, etc). The objects in
the scene all represented reflected light. This is an easier type of driving scene to simulate and
does not usually require high contrast ratios.
In view of the above limitations, absolute quantitative results from this experiment need to be
considered with caution for both of the curves and the towns. However, the driving simulator is
an excellent tool for exploring the relative differences among roadway treatments. This
exploration of relative differences formed the focus of this experiment, and the observed relative
differences may be regarded with a certain degree of confidence. As was pointed out previously,
this confidence needs to be tempered with careful prudence to avoid other risks which are
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difficult to reproduce in a driving simulator, like the safety hazards posed by drivers and
passengers exiting from the left-side doors of parked cars. For these and other reasons, field
validations are usually warranted before simulator findings are recommended for
implementation.
CURVES
Summary of Findings for Curves
Four responses were measured for curves: speed, acceleration, curve direction detection distance,
and curve severity detection distance. Table 9 summarizes the findings for three of these
measures. The acceleration data were not summarized because they were derived from the speed
data and portrayed similar relationships. Based on speed measurements at the point of curvature,
columns 2 and 5 show the estimated average speed reductions for the various curve visibility
improvements (in mi/h relative to the baseline rounded to the nearest 1 mi/h (1.61 km/h)) as well
as the corresponding speed reduction rankings (from best to worst) for each.
Table 9. Estimated safety advantages and rank ordering of treatments for curves.
Speed
Direction
Severity
Reduction,
Distance
Distance
Speed Direction Severity
Treatment
mi/h
Increase, ft Increase, ft
Rank
Rank
Rank
Enhanced PMDs with
streaming LED lights
9
1,065
560
1
1
1
Standard PMDs on both
sides of the road
8
130
45–65
2
3
2
Standard PMDs on a
single side of the road
7
200
45–65
3
2
2
4-inch (101.6-m) edge
lines
2
25
0
4
4
3
1 ft = 0.305 m
1 mi = 1.61 km

Drivers performed almost perfectly in detecting the direction of curves ahead in the road
(99.7 percent correct). In table 9, columns 3 and 6 show the estimated average curve direction
detection distance increases for each treatment (relative to the baseline rounded to the nearest 5 ft
(1.52 m)) as well as the corresponding detection distance rankings for each. The 25-ft (7.6-m)
average detection distance increase (11 percent) for adding edge lines in this experiment was
almost identical to the 24-ft (7.3-m) average increase (12 percent) found in an earlier simulator
experiment conducted by Molino et al.(8) This correspondence was found despite the fact that the
two simulator experiments employed curves of different radii and deflection angles. However,
the absolute average detection distances were about 39 ft (11.9 m) greater in the current
experiment. Such an outcome might be expected. Although the same simulator was employed,
the graphics had been upgraded since the earlier experiment.
The absolute average direction detection distance for the single side PMDs condition in this
experiment was 426 ft (130 m) (see table 7). Although under somewhat different conditions, a
field study conducted by Turner et al. obtained an average curve detection distance of 656 ft
(200 m).(22) A larger detection distance in the field might be expected for two reasons. First, the
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simulator was not able to produce the full visual contrast ratio experienced at night in the real
world. Second, the field study used a 2-s search time from a stationary vehicle, which moved
progressively closer to the curve in 100-ft (30.5-m) increments instead of a dynamic driving
scenario which was used in this experiment.
Compared to curve direction detection, drivers did not perform as well on curve severity
detection (only 82.5 percent correct). While this performance was better than chance, drivers had
more difficulty detecting the severity of a curve than its direction. In table 9, columns 4 and 7
show the estimated average curve severity detection distance increases for each treatment as well
as the corresponding detection distance rankings for each.
A comparison of findings across the three response categories in table 9 reveals two important
relationships. First, if the standard reflectorized PMD conditions were collapsed, there was a
consistent order across all three response categories. Enhanced PMDs with streaming lights
performed the best, the standard reflectorized PMDs performed the next best, and the edge lines
alone resulted in the weakest or no improvement. Second, the enhanced PMDs with streaming
lights performed exceptionally well in terms of increasing curve feature detection but only
moderately well in terms of slowing drivers down.
Answers to Research Questions for Curves
Based on this experiment, the research questions posed in the introduction are answered as
follows:


How do the different visibility treatments perform to slow drivers down? In order of
effectiveness, the treatments were organized into two groups: (1) delineators with edge
lines and (2) pavement markings (edge lines alone). The delineators achieved a minimum
speed earlier at the PC and achieved a greater overall speed reduction. By contrast, the
pavement markings achieved a minimum speed later (at the middle of the curve) and
achieved a lower overall speed reduction.



What is the order of the four different visibility treatment conditions in terms of their
effectiveness in slowing drivers down? Table 9 shows the observed order. If driving
speed at the PC is used as the primary measure, the effectiveness rankings have the
following order from best to worst with the estimated speed reduction shown in
parentheses: streaming PMDs (9 mi/h (14.5 km/h)), both sides PMDs (8 mi/h
(12.9 km/h)), single side PMDs (7 mi/h (11.3 km/h)), and edge lines alone (2 mi/h
(3.2 km/h)). All of the PMD conditions contained edge lines as well as PMDs.



Is there an effect of right versus left curve on driver speed profiles? Across all treatments,
on average, the driving speed through the left curves was 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h) faster than
through the right curves.



Is there an effect of sharp versus gentle curves on driver speed profiles? Across
all treatments, on average, the driving speed through the gentle curves was 10 mi/h
(16 km/h) faster than through the sharp curves.
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Is there an adaptation effect? There was no adaptation effect.



Do drivers slow down or speed up across the three experimental driving
sessions? On average, the drivers did not slow down or speed up across the
three experimental sessions.



How do the different visibility treatments affect driver acceleration? The acceleration
profiles for the curves organized themselves into two groups of treatments: pavement
markings and delineators. Both groups of acceleration profiles had a sharp V-shape
overall. However, the delineators were associated with a smoother and earlier
deceleration pattern than the pavement markings.

The research questions and answers concerning feature detection for curves are as follows:


How well do drivers perform on curve feature detection for the different visibility
treatments? The drivers performed considerably better than chance on feature detection
across all visibility treatments. The overall percentage of correct curve direction
detection was 99.7 percent. The overall percentage of correct curve severity detection
was 82.5 percent.



How do the different treatments affect the distance from which curve direction and
severity are detected by drivers? The different visibility treatments had a strong
differential effect on improving curve direction detection distance. The treatments had
less of an effect on improving curve severity detection distance. Average curve direction
detection distance was organized into three groups: (1) streaming PMDs with edge lines,
(2) conventional PMDs with edge lines, and (3) pavement markings (edge lines alone).
Average curve severity detection distance was organized into two groups: (1) streaming
PMDs with edge lines and (2) all other treatments.



What is the order of the four different visibility treatment conditions in terms of their
effectiveness in improving curve feature detection distance? Table 9 shows the observed
orders. From best to worst, the following curve direction detection distance rankings were
found with the estimated detection distance increases relative to baseline given in
parentheses: enhanced PMDs with streaming lights (1,065 ft (325 m)), standard PMDs
only on the far side of the curve (200 ft (61 m)), standard PMDs on both sides of the
curve (130 ft (39.6 m)), and standard 4-inch (101.6-m) edge lines alone (25 ft (7.6 m)).
As concerns curve severity detection distance, the corresponding rankings were found
as follows: enhanced PMDs with streaming lights (560 ft (170 m)) and standard
reflectorized PMDs (25 to 45 ft (7.6 to 13.7 m)). The standard 4-inch (101.6-m) edge
lines alone performed the worst, no better than the baseline. It must be recalled that all of
the PMD conditions in this experiment contained edge lines as well.



Does feature detection distance change across the three experimental driving sessions? Is
there an effect of multiple exposures? Feature detection distance consistently increased
across the three experimental driving sessions for both curve direction detection and
curve severity detection.
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Is learning a factor in interpreting novel visibility treatments? There was a strong
adaptation or learning effect during the course of the experiment with regard to curve
feature detection for the streaming PMDs condition.



What is the effect of providing drivers with information regarding the curve direction and
severity cues for the streaming PMDs condition? The drivers tended to learn the intuitive
curve direction cue on their own. Direction detection distance did not increase
substantially over projected learning after the drivers were told the meaning of the curve
direction cue. The drivers had difficulty learning the less intuitive curve severity cue on
their own. Severity detection distance increased substantially over projected learning
after the drivers were told the meaning of the curve severity cue.



Is there an effect of right versus left curve on feature detection distance? For both curve
direction and severity detection distances, the effects of the direction of the curve were
not statistically significant.



Is there an effect of sharp versus gentle curves on feature detection distance?
For curve direction detection distance, the effect of the severity of the curve was not
statistically significant. However, the sharp curves had a greater average curve severity
detection distance than the gentle curves (222 ft (67.7 m) versus 158 ft (48.2 m)).



What is the relationship between slowing the driver down and improving feature
detection on curves across the four treatment conditions? Drivers did not begin to
substantially reduce their speed until they were about 200 ft (61 m) ahead of the curve.
Yet, the enhanced PMDs with streaming lights resulted in curve feature detection
distances of over 1,000 ft (305 m) ahead of the curve. As a result, drivers were aware of
important curve characteristics (perception) far ahead of the curve but did not slow down
(behavior) until much closer to the curve. An inverse relationship appeared in the case of
the standard reflectorized PMDs conditions (without streaming lights). The both sides
PMDs condition had a lower average direction detection distance (383 ft (117 m)) than
the single side PMDs condition (466 ft (142 m)). This outcome was the opposite of what
was observed for vehicle speed reduction where the both sides PMDs condition slowed
the drivers down more than the single side PMDs condition by about 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h).
The additional visual stimuli in the both sides PMDs condition may have confused the
driver’s judgments of curve direction and severity, but the formidable array of cues on
both sides of the road, although confusing, may have served as a stimulus to slow down.

Potential Safety Benefits for Curves
As indicated above, the results of this experiment are more likely to be valid for rankings and
relative comparisons among different roadway treatments than for absolute determinations of
speed reductions or increases in detection distance. In the case of navigating curves on rural twolane roads at night, safety improvements were defined in terms of reducing driving speed before
and in the curve and increasing curve feature detection distance. The results of the experiment
indicated that edge lines offered a small potential safety benefit, and standard reflectorized
PMDs with edge lines offered a somewhat greater benefit. In general, standard reflectorized
PMDs with edge lines performed better than pavement markings alone. This result does not
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imply that edge lines are not needed. Edge lines are still needed to provide continuous
delineation of the travel lane, especially at close range. As concerns whether reflectorized PMDs
should be implemented on the far side of the curve only or on both sides of the curve, the results
were mixed. Since standard PMDs are considered to be a low-cost safety improvement,
implementing PMDs on both sides of the curve is not likely to represent a large incremental
expense. Thus, implementation on both sides of the curve should be preferred. Of all the
treatments explored, the streaming PMDs with edge lines offered the most potential
safety benefit by far.
Novel Curve Treatment Solution
For both curve direction and severity, adding streaming PMDs to standard edge lines resulted in
a dramatic increase in detection distance. Without being told the meanings of the visual cues
coded in the novel streaming lights, drivers were aware of the direction of the curve ahead and,
to a lesser extent, of the severity of the curve ahead well before the curve itself came into view.
Since the streaming lights moved in the direction of the curve ahead, the direction cue was
intuitive. This curve direction cue was learned quickly and well. The severity cue was less
intuitive. Drivers had more difficulty learning the meaning of this cue. However, once they
were informed of the meaning of the severity cue by means of verbal instructions, drivers
could detect curve severity almost as far away as curve direction, although their accuracy
was not as good. Training and/or education may be required before implementing such a
curve severity coding scheme.
Although drivers were aware of the existence of a curve and some of its features at a great
distance before the curve, they did not start to substantially slow down until they were much
closer to the curve. When they did slow down, drivers slowed the most for the streaming PMDs,
but the relative speed reduction was not as dramatic as the increase in feature detection distance.
This outcome does not necessarily imply that the drivers forgot the perceptual information or
were unprepared to act on it. Despite advanced information, it would be expected that drivers
would still try to reduce total trip time by maintaining their speed until they came closer to the
curve. Moreover, with advanced information on curve direction and severity, drivers would
presumably be better prepared to act appropriately in an unexpected emergency situation.
Although the streaming PMDs solution is not yet technically mature for two-lane rural roads,
future research might reveal practical implementation options. If optimal implementation
strategies were selected, and the resulting system gained widespread adoption, the
preinstallation cost could possibly be kept low. While not likely to become an extremely lowcost treatment, for instance when compared to standard PMDs, such a streaming light PMD
countermeasure could become comparatively inexpensive with time, especially relative to
modifying curve geometry at locations with high crash frequencies. Unfortunately, an
exploration of the potential future cost implications of implementing the streaming PMD
countermeasure was beyond the scope of this experiment.
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Recommendations
The results from the current experiment identified one potentially low-cost safety solution
worthy of further study and consideration—reflectorized PMDs enhanced by streaming
LED lights. Several recommendations are suggested on how to proceed with this streaming
PMDs solution.
Optimal Light Patterns
Further experimentation needs to be conducted to investigate optimal sequential flashing
patterns for streaming PMDs. As a part of the preliminary pilot study for the current experiment,
some initial exploration was conducted on this issue. Three different overall patterns were tried:
(1) lights streaming toward the driver, (2) lights simultaneously flashing, and (3) lights streaming
away from the driver. The latter pattern proved the most effective, producing an intuitive cue
for curve direction. However, the cue of streaming cycle rate to indicate curve severity was
chosen with little experimentation. A different flashing pattern, still in the direction of the
curve, may have been more effective as a cue for curve severity. Even if the streaming cycle
rate proved effective, the particular rates used in the current experiment were found to be
discriminable but not necessarily optimal. Furthermore, in this experiment, there were only two
curve radii (severities) and one deflection angle. A suggested future simulation experiment might
employ more variation in curve radii and a wider range of curve deflection angles to ensure
sufficient generalization across the full spectrum of field implementations and corresponding
coding schemes.
Advanced Information
Further experimentation needs to be conducted to investigate the behavioral effectiveness of
providing advanced information about the characteristics of curves far ahead in the road. In the
current experiment, at a great distance before the curve, drivers were aware of the existence of a
curve and some of its features. However, they did not start to substantially slow down until they
were much closer to the curve. In addition to producing a modest decrease in driving speed upon
curve entry, this advanced information may have an important secondary benefit. With advanced
information on curve direction and severity, drivers may be better prepared to act appropriately
in an unexpected emergency situation. This hypothesis might be tested in a future driving
simulator experiment. The driving simulator is well suited to testing drivers’ reactions to
emergency events with possible serious negative consequences.
Technology Development
The feasibility of implementing a streaming PMDs solution for curves on rural two-lane roads
needs to be explored, and the cost of possible implementation is an important factor for
consideration. The streaming light technology for rural two-lane curves is not yet mature,
although it has some application precedent for limited access roadways in other countries.(8) In
order to make this technology practical for remote rural locations and to reduce overall life-cycle
costs, this technology would probably need to be implemented by solar power. If an array of
streaming PMDs were connected together by underground wires, the entire array could be
powered by a single solar panel and be sequenced by signal wires from a single control box. If
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each PMD were independent and self-sufficient, each one could be powered by its own
small solar collector and sequenced by a system of radio frequency control. In this case, no
underground wires would be needed, but the entire array would require exposure to adequate
sunlight. In either case, in order to keep power consumption low, the streaming array could
be activated by approaching traffic by sensing vehicle motion, headlights, noise, or other
characteristics. The array could be made fault tolerant by automatically adjusting the streaming
pattern of lights if a particular PMD in the array failed.
Field Studies
If the streaming PMDs solution seems feasible and cost effective, an experimental system needs
to be constructed and tested both on a closed test track and later on a public roadway. The
simulator data from this experiment need to be compared with field data collected under similar
circumstances. The reductions in curve driving speed and increases in curve feature detection
distances obtained in the laboratory need to be confirmed in the field. A closed test track
experiment might be conducted using an experimental system of streaming PMDs and an
instrumented vehicle. This suggested experiment might employ curves of different radii and
deflection angles. Such an experiment should employ response measures similar to those used in
this experiment: driving speed, longitudinal acceleration, curve direction detection distance, and
curve severity detection distance. Data on lane position and lane excursions would also be useful.
If the results of such an experiment seem promising, a field test might be conducted on a public
road outfitted with the experimental system of streaming PMDs. This experimental system
should be applied on a few selected curves for a period of several weeks or months. A
before/after/before field test might be devised. Such a field test might measure driving speed and
deceleration on the selected curves before the experimental implementation of the streaming
PMDs countermeasure has been put in place, during such an implementation, and after the
implementation has been removed. The successful outcome of such a field test might reveal a
baseline speed (and lane position) through the curve before the treatment, a significant decrease
in speed (and possible improvement in lane keeping) during the treatment, and a recovery of the
original baseline conditions after treatment removal.
TOWNS
Summary of Findings for Towns
The major findings regarding the relative advantages of the various speed-calming treatments are
summarized in table 10. For both the beginning and middle of town locations, the table shows
estimated average speed reductions (relative to the baseline condition) of the tested safety
improvements as well as their rank ordering (from best to worst).
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Table 10. Estimated speed reductions and rank ordering of treatments for towns.
Middle of
Beginning of
Beginning
Middle of
Town Speed Town Speed
Reduction,
of Town
Town
Reduction,
mi/h
Rank
Rank
Treatment
mi/h
Curb and gutter chicanes
9
5
1
1
Painted chicanes
6
4
2
2
Parked cars on both sides
of the road
4
4.5
3
2
Bulb-outs, either painted
or curb and gutter
0
1
None
3
1 mi = 1.61 km

Answers to Research Questions for Towns
Based on the findings of this experiment, the research questions posed in the introduction are
answered as follows:


How do the different traffic-calming treatments perform to slow drivers down? In order
of effectiveness, the treatments were organized into three groups: (1) chicanes, (2) parked
cars, and (3) baseline and bulb-outs. Except for the chicanes, the minimum speed was
achieved near the middle of the town or slightly further into the town. For the chicanes,
the minimum speed was achieved at the beginning and end of the town where the
chicanes were located. In the middle portion of the town, the speed increased, creating a
local peak in the shape of the speed profile functions for the chicanes.



What is the order of the five different traffic-calming treatment conditions in terms of
their effectiveness in slowing drivers down? Table 10 shows the orders observed. When
driving speed at the beginning of the town was used as the primary measure, the
effectiveness rankings had the following order from best to worst with the estimated
speed reduction shown in parentheses: curb and gutter chicanes (9 mi/h (14.5 km/h)),
painted chicanes (6 mi/h (9.7 km/h)), and parked cars (4 mi/h (6.4 km/h)). When driving
speed at the middle of the town was used as the primary measure, the effectiveness
rankings had the following order: curb and gutter chicanes (5 mi/h (8 km/h)) and parked
cars and painted chicanes (4 to 4.5 mi/h (6.4 to 7.2 km/h)). Both types of bulb-outs
produced either a small reduction in speed (about 1 mi/h (1.6 km/h)) or did not perform
significantly better than the baseline.



Is there an adaptation effect? There was no adaptation effect.



Do drivers slow down or speed up across the three experimental driving
sessions? On average, the drivers did not slow down or speed up across the
three experimental sessions.



How do the different traffic-calming treatments affect driver acceleration? The
acceleration profiles for the towns were organized into two groups of treatments:
(1) chicanes and (2) all other treatments with one exception for the parked cars condition.
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The parked cars condition revealed somewhat lower deceleration values before the town.
The acceleration profiles for the chicanes had a pronounced jagged saw-tooth shape in
the middle. This saw-tooth pattern represents rapid deceleration to navigate the first
chicane at the beginning of the town, acceleration through the first part of the town, and
somewhat less rapid deceleration to navigate the second chicane at the end of the town.


Do some of the treatments slow drivers down before reaching the town while others slow
drivers down only inside the town? All treatments slowed the drivers down before
reaching the town. The chicanes tended to slow the drivers down the fastest and to the
largest degree just before reaching the town. All of the other treatments tended to slow
the drivers down the most while inside the town. In addition, the parked cars were
associated with a more steady decrease in speed beginning further away from the town
when compared with the other treatments.

Potential Safety Benefits for Towns
In the case of traffic calming for rural towns, safety improvements were defined in terms of
reducing driving speed at the beginning and in the middle of the town. The results indicated that
bulb-outs offered a small potential safety benefit or no benefit at all. Painted chicanes and parked
cars on both sides of the road offered a greater benefit, and curb and gutter chicanes offered the
most potential safety benefit. In general, chicanes and parked cars performed the best as trafficcalming countermeasures. Even the painted version of the chicanes performed well. This latter
speed-calming measure is both effective and low in cost. If some parking spaces were eliminated
at the entrances to the town, painted chicanes could be applied to slow drivers down. Flexible
delineator posts could be added to the painted chicanes to reduce the tendency for drivers to cut
the corners of the painted curves, possibly resulting in even greater speed reductions.
Alternatively, if the street were sufficiently wide, adding and encouraging parking on both sides
could be implemented without any curb and gutter modifications. Thus, the parked cars solution
could also prove to be both effective and low in cost. Although effective, curb and gutter
chicanes would probably be more expensive than either painted chicanes or parked cars. The
painted bulb-outs, while cheap, offer little or no advantage in terms of speed reduction. The curb
and gutter bulb-outs would be expensive for an equally minor potential benefit.
Recommendations
For calming traffic in small towns, the results of the current experiment identified two relatively
low-cost safety solutions as being worthy of further study and consideration: (1) providing for
and encouraging parking in the town and (2) adding painted chicanes to the town entrances.
However, the above results have not been validated in the field. As noted previously, simulations
of driving through small towns do not take into account all hazardous factors involved in driving
through real small towns. In order to achieve adequate field validation, several recommendations
are suggested on how to proceed with these two potential solutions.
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Parking
Adding parking to both sides of the main street in the town was an effective traffic-calming
technique in this experiment. However, a field test in a small rural town should be conducted
with cars parked on the main street both during the day and at night. If the town has present
parking spaces which are underutilized, cars could be artificially introduced by renting a number
of used cars from an automobile dealer and/or by parking rarely used private or public vehicles
on the main road for a specified duration (several weeks, months, etc.). The density of parked
cars could be changed radically from a normal sparse parking density to an experimentally
introduced high parking density. As was suggested for streaming PMDs, a before/after/before
field test might be devised where driving speed and deceleration would be measured both before
and in the town. Such measurements would be made before the implementation of an increased
density of parked cars had been put in place, during such an experimental implementation, and
after the parked cars had been removed. A baseline speed, followed by a significant decrease in
speed during the treatment and a return to the baseline would be the measure of success.
If the field test proved successful, long-term implementation might be attempted to create a
higher density of parked cars in the town during times when traffic calming is most needed.
A campaign might be launched to encourage more parking at appropriate times. Businesses
and government entities could be encouraged to park cars on the main street instead of in parking
lots and driveways. Public events and town meetings could specify parking on the main street.
Public service and utility trucks could be requested to park on the main street when not in use.
Such an increase in the number of parked cars is likely to be a very low-cost option if
underutilized parking spaces are already available in the town or if parking can be easily
implemented without any changes to the width of the main street or to any curb and gutter layout
which might be present.
In the suggested field test scenarios using parked cars, especially in cases of only one travel lane
in each direction, special attention needs to be given to assessing and balancing the possible
safety hazards of vehicles, drivers, passengers, and pedestrians spontaneously entering the
roadway. An additional consideration is the accommodation of bicycle traffic. Although the
parked cars condition proved successful in slowing drivers down in the simulator, the suggestion
to implement a parked cars solution in the real world needs further investigation.
Painted Chicanes
Based on the results of the current experiment, the most cost-effective solution for traffic
calming in small towns is using painted chicanes. For extremely small towns (under
1,000 people), this may be the only affordable traffic-calming implementation. If the main street
were wide enough at the beginning and end of the town or if some parking spaces could be
eliminated at these locations, painted chicanes might be implemented with minimal cost. A small
town might be selected which possesses these necessary characteristics. Painted chicanes could
be implemented on an experimental basis. A before/after field test might be conducted where
deceleration and speed were measured through the town. If a somewhat longer experimental
“after” period were employed (e.g., 3 months) after 1 month of only painted chicanes, flexible
vertical yellow delineators could be added to the painted chicanes for the second month and then
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removed for the third month. In this way, flexible yellow delineators could be tested for their
ability to deter drivers from cutting the corners on the painted chicanes.
The recommended field test is only of the before/after design because it might be difficult to
remove the pavement paint once applied. Also, if effective, continued implementation would
prolong possible benefits. In the current experiment, the painted chicanes were effective in
slowing down traffic at the beginning and end of the town. However, between the chicanes in the
middle of the town, drivers tended to accelerate and drive at higher speeds. A combination of the
parked cars and painted chicanes solutions could prove beneficial in this regard. If a higher
density of parking could be encouraged even only in the middle portion of the town, the
complementary advantages of both treatment types might be realized. This combination might be
tested in a second field study in a different town.
In the above suggested field test scenarios using painted chicanes, especially in cases without a
separating median, attention needs to be given to assessing and balancing the possible safety
hazards of head-on or sideswipe opposite-direction crashes. In general, both bulb-outs and
chicanes should only be implemented in well lit areas.
CONCLUSION
The current experiment focused on two areas: (1) advanced detection and speed reduction for
curves in rural two-lane roads at night and (2) traffic calming for small rural towns during the
day. For curves, PMDs with edge lines performed better in terms of slowing drivers down than
pavement markings alone. The streaming PMDs solution with edge lines offered the most
dramatic potential benefit in terms of advanced curve detection, and it is worthy of further study
and consideration. In towns, chicanes slowed drivers down the most followed by parked cars on
both sides of the road. As possible low-cost safety improvements (provided adequate field
validation), adding painted chicanes to town entrances and providing and encouraging parking in
the town are worthy of further study and consideration.
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